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Nuclear weapons: 
Bokaer discusses arms race 
By Kris Wend 
On Tuesday evening in Textor 
103, Joan Bokaer, Director of 
Cornell University's Citizen's 
Network. gave an in-depth 
presentation entitled "Nuclear 
weapons: Who's in Charge". 
The UCLNBerkeley educated 
anti-nuke activist explained how 
everyone is responsible for 
helping to halt the nuclear arms 
race and stiessed the idea that 
"nuclear war is NOT inevitable." 
as is often assumed by many 
people. 
The program which was 
sponsored by the Ithaca College 
Religious Council and the Politics 
Drpartment Lecture Series 
focused on answering the 
questions: Why d_o we continue 
to build more bombs? Who 
wants the arms race to 
continue? How arr these people 
selling the arms rare to the 
American public? 
In reply to the $jUestion. "Why 
does the United States continue 
to build weapons?". Mrs. Bokaer 
responded by referring to the 
Pentagon's Five-Year Defense 
Guidance Plan. a plan which 
was initiated in 1982 and which 
has helped to foster many of the 
beliefs which suppon an arms 
buildup. 
The plan contains five major 
proposals: 
II American nuclear forces 
"must prevail and be able to 
""'*>11,--
Joan Bolcaer, Dlr«tor of Comdl's Citk,en Network; spou on the AmU 
rai:e and /J's effects on CivilkaJion bi Textor 103, Tuesday evming. 
force the Soviet Union to seek 
termination of hostilities on 
terms favorable to the United 
States." 
2) America should provide 
weapons to China. 
31 Space should be exploited for 
Star wars technology and 
American military needs. 
4) America should adopt a 
Decapitation strategy. whereby 
soviet political and military 
leadership and communication 
lines are destroyed. and 
5) America should initiate 
technical and economic warfare 
on the Soviet Union whereby the 
United States bankrupts the 
Soviet Union with a military 
buildup. 
In an effon to expose the 
people who want the arms race 
to continue and who continual-
ly encourage arui-Soviet 
sentiment throughout the us. 
Bokaer went on to blame such 
organizations as the Committee 
on the Present Danger. This 
small. elite group. headed by 
President Heagan and made up 
of such members as George 
Shultz. Colin Gray. and William 
Ca,;ey (head of the CIAI Le, 
responsible for informing the 
public on the current nuclear 
situation. 
The group's members are 
constantly quoted in the media 
as being the "experts" on 
nurlear arms and many of them 
receive an enormous amount of 
air time to convey the message 
of American dominance. (Presi-
dent Heagan joined the Commit-
tee on the Present Danger in 1979 
and has since appointed over 
fifty members to key cabinet 
positions. the committee's 
members also make up just 
about the whole Arms Control 
and Disarmament Agency.) 
Bokaer reponed that another 
organization which can also be 
held responsible for the negative 
attitudes. which many 
Americans have towards the 
soviet Union, is the American 
5ecurity Council. This group is a 
private organization and must 
not be confused with the 
National Security Council, an 
offirial government agency. 
The :\SC was formed in the 
m,cl fiftit\<; during the McCanhy 
na and its main focus was to 
compile files on Ameriran 
· submissives. After the sixties 
when it tlf'came unpopular to 
hunt the "enemy within". the 
ASC began to go after the 
, ·rwmv without". the Soviets. 
me ASC err-ates propaganda 
films which look a lot like official 
{!nvPmrnrnt documentaries but 
actuall~ push anti-Soviet 
1<1colog1es. These films are 
shown repeatedly on • 
commercial television and on 
airlines (American & United) and 
usually focus on attacking the 
KGB. 
The State Department and the 
Pentagon has stated that the 
claims which the ,\SC's films 
make are "fictitious" and that 
. thr numhf'rs which they quote 
art· "errnncous" but the 
American public continues 10 
buy their anti-Soviet rhetoric. 
Who is behind the American 
Security Council? Bokaer 
explained that it is American 
companies which act as 
see Weapons page 4 
"Little Hollywood" 
rumours shattered 
Residential Life offers 
many housing options-
By Stephanie Gretchen 
What connection do the Uttle 
Rascals, Tarzan. and the 
:\ddams Family have with 
Ithaca? None. 
With the help of the DeWitt 
Historical Society's extensive 
research these rumors can be 
disbanded. The Little Rascals 
did not coast down Buffalo 
Street. Tarzan did not swing 
from any of the vines in the 
area's gorges. And the Addams 
Family was not filmed in the 
house located on 304 Titus Ave. 
the Wharton Studios. Inc.. at 
Renwick Park (now Stewart 
Park) in 1914. 
From Ithaca they filmed the 
picture of college life entitled 
"Dear Old Girl of Mine." starring 
the heanhrobs of the time. 
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly 
Bayne. 
By Bob Kershenblatt 
By now every I.C. student 
should have received a 
randomly assigned lottery 
number. The lottery/room sign 
up process provides every 
student with a fair opponunity to 
select the living arrangement of 
their choice when they come 
back next semester. 
The lower your lottery nwnber 
the better chance you have of 
attaining your preferred on-
campus housing. Lottery 
numbers are assigned by class 
standing. This semester's 
juniors have the highest priority. 
Sophomore Physical Therapy-
and Engineering students are 
next in priority, followed by 
Juniors for Fall '86 and 
sophomores for Fall '86. 
There are a number of housing 
options available. According to 
Rick Couture, Office of 
Residential Life. if a student 
wishes to stay in the same 
room, they can do so by signing 
up for the room dwing in-hall 
sign ups on March 24. This is 
refened to as "squatter's rights". 
Students who want to live in a 
single can only do so in another 
residence hall, unless they are 
currently in a single. 
Students can move into an on-
campus apartment by applying 
to the Office of Residential Ufe. 
Applications must be returned 
by 5:00pm. Friday March 7. 
once an application has been 
submitted. no substitutions of 
names are allowed. Garden 
Apartment residents have no 
"squatter's rights". They must 
reapply if they want the same 
apanment. If you currently live 
in Hudson Heights. you must 
reapply for an apartment. 
"Squatter's rights" will apply for 
your current apartment. 
According to the Residence 
Hall contract, "All full-time 
students must reside in college 
facilities unless authorized to live 
off-campus by the Office of 
Residential Life." Toe first 450 
off-campus applications 
received by the Office of 
Residential Life by s:oopm on 
March 7, 1986. will be guaranteed 
approval. Students under 21 
years old must have the 
application signed by their 
parents. The Office will notify 
you if you are approved to 
move off-campus, or will place 
you on the off-campus waiting 
list. 
Rory Rothman. Hoom ,\SSign-
ment Coordinator. considers the 
Room Selection Process to be 
the "fairest system" available to 
meet the living specification of 
each student. 
When signing up for a room. 
be sure to present your lottery 
card. signed Residence Hall 
Contract and Ithaca College I.D. 
A S250 deposit is due to the 
Bursar's Office by March 15 for 
the 1986-67 academic year. 
At the tum of the century 
Ithaca hosted a studio and was 
the scene of quite a few movies. 
but it was not the little 
Hollywood it is rumored to be. 
In 1912, Theodore Whanon 
came to Ithaca to film a Cornell-
Penn football game. He was 
attracted by the area so he and 
his brother. Leopold. established 
The following years drew 
such world renowned artists as 
Pearl White (of Perils of Pauline. 
not filmed in Ithaca), Lionel 
Barrymore. Creighton Hale and 
Aronold Daly for the serial. "The 
Exploits of Elaine." 
After "Elaine" came the 
movie "The Mysteries of Myra" 
leading with Howard F.stabrook. 
Jean Sothem. and Houdini was 
the technical advisor. 
Around the time of WWI. 
Wharton productions reenacted 
the sinking of a "German" 
see Hollywood page 3 
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Simeon's reopens 
By Nancy Pracn, 
Simeon's opened last night 
after a long period of renovation. 
The entire place has been 
repainted, the front of the bar is 
new, the window platforms 
were replaced, a new platform 
was built, and a kitchen was 
added. New mirrors and plants 
were the finishing touches. 
Besides the visual change, the 
owners plan to change the 
atmosphere and the crowd. 
"I can't emphasize enm~h 
Faculty profile: 
how very strict we'll be about 
the drinking age. My liquor 
license is my livelihood," states 
co-owner Alan Cohen. "We will 
expect different behavior and a 
lower noise level." 
The bar plans to have live 
entertainment and, in the future, 
a walk-up window. There will 
also be a take-0ut service. They 
will be serving pasta, pizza, 
sandwich platters, salads, 
appetizers, and desserts. They 
have expanded their wine and 
bottle beer lists to suit the food. 
"We have beer mrother bars 
carry," says Cohen. 
Simeon's promises to make 
customer service jusl as 
important as food service. The 
owners feel the bar is on the 
"leading edge of trends." 
New hours for Simeon's on 
The Commons are Monday-
Saturday, uam-lam, and Sunday 
3pm-tam. Food service is 
stopped at 10pm, however, 
snacks and des.serts will be 
served until closing. 
Professor and poet 
By Elissa Vendig 
Just a normal afternoon in 
January; That is what Dr. Allen 
Hoey thought as he trudged 
across campus through the 
snow. Upon opening his office 
door in the Muller Faculty center, 
he was greeted by his office 
mate who wore an enormous 
smile and told him of the 
stupendous news. Hoey had 
won the camcten Poetry Award 
for his book-length rollection of 
poems. 
Needless to say, Hoey was 
shocked and elated all at the 
same time. "It was something I 
never expected," Hoey says. 
Every year, the Walt Whitman 
center in camctem, Connecticut 
sponsors the competition for 
aspirin~ poetry writers. The 
recipient of the award receives break into print l:>ecause major 
one-thousand dollars cash and a publishers and university 
contract for manuscript pres.ses ... have contracts out "'-bf_,, -
publication. However, Hoey with authors that have published Amidst workers and ovatumed tables, Alen Cohen and Olar/es Piatkin; 
declares that these are not the before. SO, frequently, one of the (co-owners of Simeons) prepare for opening night! 
only reasons that he is ways people will break into discovered after completing LeMoyne College. This past fall 
overjoyed about the decision. printing is through the handful of college that poetry was his best he became an Associate 
Galway Kinnell, judge of the competitions for book-length form of expressive writing Professor at Ithaca College, 
competition and winner of the manuscripts." PreViously, his because of the sense of teaching Poetry Writing, 
1982 Pulitizer Prize for Poetry is poetry was sporatically continuity he gained from the Professional Writing, and 
" ... one of the few poets writing published in !lJagazines such as art. Personal E.ssay. 
today whose work I think is The Georgia Review, The "If I'm writing. a story or a In the evening when Hoey 
interesting and exciting. I think Hudson Review, and The novel, .. .! want to be able to sit goes home to his wife and two 
there is an awful lot of poetry Southern Humanities Review. down and keep workin on it. My children, he enjoys spending 
that's just bland, uninteresting, Looking back, Hoey stated schedule has never allowed for time with his family. Poetry 
and boring. So, it pleases me that he was always interested in this." Hoey completed his writing allows him the flexibility 
enormously that out of 535 writing. The first day of undergraduate schooling at Toe to do so. "I don't have routines. 
manuscripts, Galway picked kindergarten, he trotted home State College at Potsdam and his I have gone for spells of almost 
mine," Hoeyexplainedproudly. disgusted that they hadn't yet graduate work at Syracusr ayearwherelhaven·twrittena 
The manuscript, enrompass- taught him to write. Later hr University. After obtaining his poem," he uttered while leaning 
ing much of Hoey·s work from believed that someday hr Masters and D<x1orate in English back in his chair. 
1977-1985, will be published would become a novelist. "For ll.r<:<.11i, c \\"rit111gJ, he began Recently, Hoey has been 
during the roming summer. "It as long as I remember, I've put teaching as an adjunct at writing frequently and his 
is difficu!t for ~t ~ts to things down on paper." But he S¥racuse University and -see Poet page 10 
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at 3pm 
Fishin' Hours 
.Fishbowls of Beer & Fishbowl Drinks 
Saturday 
All Day Happy Hour Starting at Noon 
Plus Big Screen Sports Action 
*Pajamas Optional 
Mondal' 
32 oz. Beer M ug Special 
Tuesday 
Beat the Clock 
Wednesday 
Import Nite 
Super Schnapps 5Pecial 
Peppermint, Pea~, StrawbEl'ry, Rootbeer, Apple 
. !hursdax. 
$.75 a shot $1.00 Labatts i Drafts for $1.00 till 10pm 
i 
I 
I 00 I West State St. 
OPEN 
7 DAYS 
11 am TO? 
272-1950 
FULL CATERING 
AVAILABLE 
Specials Daily 
* BUFFALO STYLE WINGS * 
WIMP * MILD * MEDIUM * HOT * "VAPOR" * "REVENGE" * MERC NASTY 
GARLIC * BBQ * FRENCH 
ORDER SIZES 10 to? 
(Sold by Multiples of I 0) 
E•traS.UOtene-60c1~ .... ~~~ ------ A.IW'"l~ffl Ce:~&Wn,Ottt. 
20 Wings & 
I Sm I Item Pizza 
$8.95 
pecial 
40 Wings & 
I Lg. 1 Item Pizza 
$12.95 
Slush Week Special 2/27 to 3/6 
20 Wings & 1 Free Soda $4.99 
*Lent Special* 
Friday's Only Fish Fry $4.95 
We Deliver Fun Foods Free 
11:30am to ? Mon-Sat 
4pm to? Sun 
Wings, Pizza, Subs, Finger Foods 
Chicken, Ribs, Burgers 
.. Che<_•_CN<r-__ 2S<------FREE DELIVERY---------
(55., Minimum) Al Pr<a 5uqoc, "'o...a,, - ,..._. 
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Spring break destinations 
By Christine Swingle 
What are your plans for Spring 
Break? I.C. students that I spoke 
ro seemed to have a variety of 
plans. Destinations ranged from 
rhe "dream vacation" in the 
Bahamas or Florida, to West 
Virginia or Ohio. The award for 
the farlhest travel plans would 
have to go to student Dan 
Moorera. who plans to go to 
London, England. 
The general feeling was thar 
home was okay for a visit. but 
someplace wanner would be 
much better! Realizing this. the 
Student Activities Board (SAB) 
has organized package trips to 
the Bahamas and Forr 
Lauderdale, Florida. 
be exactly what many students 
are looking for. So. "Why the 
Bahamas?" According to 
sophomow Cathy Gatta. the 
answer is "Sun. fun. and pina 
colada-;." Dian Dulberger. a New 
York native. put it: "We want a 
vacation in the sun. with 
gorgeous men and beaches." 
However. not everyone ha-; 
such exotic plans. Many of those 
involved in sports or clubs will 
spend their vacation practicing, 
or continuing their aciivities. 
8arll Galgon. a member of th(· 
new team. summed up hC'r 
plans for Spring Break in one 
word: "Rowing." A swimmer 
whom l spoke to ho1x:s to go to 
Canton, Ohio. for the :\ational 
Championships. Two music 
students rold me they will be 
touring with a wind ensemble. 
Also, some disc jocke-ys on 
92-WICB will remain on c·aJ11pus 
to keep the FM station 
broadca<;ling. 
In ra<;f" you don't h;ivc plans 
vet. don't feel alone. Manv 
StU<l<'nlS said they hop<'<I t<J 
escape for an cxnting 
vacation ... bur admitted rhcy had 
no definite plans. One student 
was h!·adcd "somewhrre in 
New York Statc ... poinls 
unknown!" 
:\I any rate. e-vel)'One agwed 
on one point: The- week of 
\.1arch 9th. without classes. will 
lw well appreciate<! no matter 
whew it is spent! 
When l conducted an informal 
survey around campus, I found 
that many students arc just 
heading home for the week. 
However, almost all of them had 
another destination in mind. l 
asked them. ''IS there any place 
you wish you could go?" one 
student said, "Any island. Blue 
water. .. doesn·t matter where!" 
Others named california. the 
Bahamas, Florida, Hawaii. or 
Washington, D.C. 
The SAB representatives in 
the Student Union estimated rhat 
130 l.C. students have paid the 
s100 deposit to go to the 
Bahamas. The total cost begins 
at S339 for the 7-day trip. This 
fee includes round-trip airfare 
from New York Cily, hotel costs. 
and all taxes and gratuities. SAB 
had just begun taking 
reservations for the Fort 
Lauderdale trip when l spoke to 
them. 
Senior class notes 
The avid skier might ask why 
anyone would want ro head 
south for Spring Break--there 
certainly won't be much snow. 
Strangely enough. this seems to 
By Ernie Merckens 
tl9llywood· 
We- hope everyone had an 
enjoyable time at the North forty 
last Friday night. The 86 Days 
party was indeed a succes..<; and 
certainly a welcome relief from 
the pressures of academia we 
all face at mid-term time. It L'i 
hard to believe there arc only 
80-some days until graduation 
day arrives. 
submarine. The sub was 
actually a dressed up rowboat 
and the treacherous waters 
were actually Lake cayuga. 
The finL<;h of Ithaca's little 
Hollywood ha<; two endings. 
According to Henry Edward 
Abt's book. "Ithaca.'' the 
Whartons lease expired at 
Renwick Park and they migrated 
to sunny Hollywood. 
Hillary Rettig wrote in her 
Movie~ in Ithaca" that the 
brothers werr,. "better 
filmmakers than financiers. The 
combination of mismanagement 
and a temporary wane in 
national movie attendance (due 
to WWI and the 1919 influenza 
epidemic) their company went 
bankrupt several times before 
thev left in 1920." 
There will be a Senior Class 
Happy Hour in Ille Pub this 
Friday. February 28. (The Last 
Day of February Party!) As 
usual. the festivities begin at 
4:00pm and continue until 
6:00pm. Let's pack the Pub!! 
Grapevine article, "They Made When the Wharton's left 
The Senior Semi-Formal is 
coming up on the rriday after 
Spring Break. March 2L<;t, from 9 
o'clock until 1:00am at the 
Holiday Inn. Everyone should 
know that thL<; Spring Senior 
Semi-Formal is only for the 21 
year old and over crowd. We 
at1empted to mix the legal and 
underage people at last fall's 
Semi-Formal, but were not very 
successful at it. We've decided 
~~-~~~ '~~au~~ Ithaca. so did llhaca·s movie 
LOSE WEIGHT making days. leaving Ithaca with 
Lose I0-29 pounds/month only the memories of some 
safely, comfortably & inexpensively obscure films from the turn of 
Look Great for Sprin~! the century and hopeful rumors 
Herbal Weight Management of more exciting days. 
273-4175 
WE'LL PAY BACK 
YOURLOAM, 
BUT THERE'S A HITCH. 
You'll like it, though. 
Because every year you serve with 
us, we reduce your college debt by 
one-third or $1,500, whichever is 
greater. Greater still, after three years 
your loan's repaid in full. 
You'll also like the satisfaction and 
pride you'll feel as you learn a valuable 
skill. One you use to serve yourself as 
well as your country. 
It's all a part of the Loan Repay-
ment Program. To qualify, you must 
have taken out a National Direct, 
Guaranteed or Federally Insured 
Student Loan after October 1, 1975. 
And your loan can't be in default. 
So if youcl like Uncle Sam to pay 
off your college loan, pay your local 
Army Recruiter a visit today. Or call. 
~erfe.c1:-.t :-~-re.: -_,,:C' ~y 
COOPNa:.l, f";' -IP.s: c:1·~:,~ --1-"'!t, ':h.!,·:1 
':.7 -1 -_. i 
ARMY. 
BEALL YOU CAM BE. 
lo rnakc this event exclusively 
for those who are legally ablt' to 
purchase alcohol in Nt"w York 
Stale. We regret any 
inronvcniences thL<; mav rmt<;t' 
our underage friends. -
A~ a result of the dt'cision to 
make thL<; Semi-Formal only 
available to the 21 ve-ar olds and 
over, you can be sure that there 
will be plenty of partying room. 
The conditions will not be as 
uncornfortallly nowcted as l,L'>I 
fall's Sem1+orrnal wa<;. 
Wt· will be mailing ou1 
invitations lo tht' S<>mi-Fomial in 
the next week or ~o. Only 
St'niors will l>e receiving 
irwitauons. You may l'Xflect 
your invitations lo be waiting in 
your mailboxes when you return 
from break. 
see Notes page 4 
Input welcome on 
I.C. traffic policies 
By Nancy Pracht 
Do you agree with the traffic 
rules on campus? Did you ever 
wish that you could change the 
rules? Well. maybe you can. 
Every year. the Traffic Policy 
Committee accepts suggt'stions 
from the faculty. btaff. 
administration and students of 
Ithaca College proposing 
changes in the current traffic 
policies. 
"The Committee reviews 
them an<! then suggt'.Stions arc 
Senior Pictures 
Resume Sittings 
Portfolio Sessions 
IC STUDENT 
DISCOUNTS 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
r J<,ci,ft- ,.,,,,,, ',•.-r' '"• 
277-3307 
Inquire about 
CPA - NTE 
·NCLEX 
made ro the president's cabinet. 
Every suggestion is discussed." 
says Anne Woodard. 
Chairperson of the Traffic Policy 
Committee. 
The deadline for suggestions 
L<; March 7, 1986 at 5:C>Opm. 
These proposals should be sent 
in writing to Chairperson. Traffic 
Policy Committee, clo Safety 
and Security Department, Ithaca 
College. All opinions should tx· 
signed and a local phone 
number should be included. 
Hudson, Prospect, & Aurora 
St. 
2,3,4,5,&6 bedroom apts. 
Most include · heat & are 
furnished. 
Flnal \ 
Clearance 
All 
Clearance 
Clothing 
Now 
I AtLeast 
5oo/o0 
I 
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~,Jeps to eliminate weapons 
"Dt'fensc Contrac1ors" and give 
<·nornious financial support to 
th<:> ASC. Said Bokaer, "We are 
being manipulated by the 
special interests of r<:>rtain 
people who art' making a lot of 
money, and we 'Bre supporting 
these individuals with our taxes 
and our votes, but because of 
that, wc are the ones who can 
stop it now. You and I must start 
to gain cont_rol over the flow of 
information. and take if out of the students from all over the all testing. She added that 
hands of government. eastern coast. It is up to you to Gorbachev has come up with 
Bokaer proposed that "the mak.<:> your voices ht',ard. new m "an incredible proposal for 
way to stop nuclear expansion Ithaca and also at home. Wt' eliminating weapons whirh Li; 
today is to stop the testing of must t)t',come discminators of hard to dismiss, it is not 
warht>acb". If the government this infonnation." propaganda. Why hai;n't th<· 
would stop testing W<'.apons, Bokaer al'>o brought up the United States'/ 
Senior notes 
thew is no· way that bombs point that the Soviet Union has Joan Bokaer's final messag<" 
could be made. "We must not tested a nuclear weapon was one of enthusiasm. She 
pressure our government to stop since Aup;ust 5, 1985 while tht' urged all students to get in touch 
testing, write to your congress- United States has been .conduc- with the atizen's Network Office 
people _ it is a very important ting hydrogen tests "like fiends" at Cornell and asked that "you from page 3 
It should be noted here that 
because of the unknown. but 
impending, closing date of 
Egbert Union after break, it is 
difficult to say exactly where 
tickets for the Semi-Fonnal will 
be sold. Nonnally, they would 
be sold from the Union Lobby. 
Be sure to check your invitation 
for a listing of where tickets will 
be available for sale. Keep your 
eyes open, too. 
Remember that a date is not 
needed to come to the Semi-
Formal. We encourage 
everyone 21 and over to uttend, 
either with an escort or without. 
There are rooms available at a 
special rate from the Holiday Inn 
for that Friday night. Please 
reserw yours now if you so 
desire. 
In other news: Seniors will be 
receiving a letter from their 
Senior Class Officers and the 
Offire of Annual Giving 
regarding the 1986 Senior Class 
Gift to Ithaca COiiege. We have 
been working diligently for 
months to come up with a 
worthwhile and long-lasting gift 
which would be valuable to the 
Ithaca College 
community. You may expect 
this letter in the next week or so. 
We believe the 1986 Senior dass 
can be very proud of their 
contribution to Ithaca COiiege for 
years to come. 
The cass Park Skating and 
Bonfire Party that was originally 
planned for March I is now 
cancelled due to scheduling 
conflicts. We will keep you 
posted about possible 
alternatives that are in the 
works. Look for some major fun 
to occur during the last week of 
March and first week of April. 
some of the events we are 
thinking about are: a roller-
skating party at Roller 
World/Funtime, (co-sponsored 
with the Garden Apartments), a 
so Days Pary of some 
magnitude, and a April Fool's 
Party commemorating the 
closing of the Pub for 
reconstruction. Keep your eyes 
open for details about these 
upcoming events. 
See you at the Happy 
Hour in the Pub this Friday trom 
4 I() 6 o'clock!! There won't be 
many more. May is just around 
the corner!I 
first step towards eliminating i"' n,..:-igan·s Star WarS/SDI take our materials and get our 
weapons .. Ithaca. college has program in fear that American message out...it is hard to trirk 
1. c. s. G:~ubpa,ate~,· 
This week in Student exemplify Margaret's dedication students have not been vocal 
Govemment...A specific merit and hard work to the Ithaca enough about it. To remedy this, 
scholarship.shall be named in C,01Iege community. ISC (Independent Student 
honor of Margaret Reid. lt'largaret The issue of Tuition Coalition) is sponsoring a lobby 
was a bookeeper to student funded financial aid for students day in Albany for students all 
Government who passed away from New York State attending over the state. I..obby day is 
this summer. The Margaret Reid schools in the state. Although Tuesday, March 4. The JSC 
Memorial Scholarship will hf' there is support in the New York welcomes any support from 
rewarded to peoplt whose State Assembly for TAP, that students. Please contact Jill 
AsSistance Program t l'AP) support is dwindling because Weiner. 274-33n. 
Fish are your friends. 
Don't throw trash In their home. 
Give a hoot. 
Don't pollute. 
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. r11 
sm-12" Lg-16" Pan-Lg Pan-Sm 
!'lam S4.75 S7.25 S8.25 SS.75 
I Topping 5.55 8.35 9.45 6.35 
2 Toppings 5.55 8.35 9.45 6.35 
3 Toppings 6.35 9.45 10.55 7.15 
4 Toppings 6.35 9.45 10.c'S - 7.15 
5 Toppings 7.15 10.55 11.65 7.95 
li Toppings 7.15 10.55 11.65 7.95 
7 Toppings 7.95 11.tiS 12.75 8.75 
8 Toppings 7.95 11.65 12.75 8.75 
Toppings 
H,Ull f>Hlt'dpph· Prppt"JOOI Mt•,!.ltldll Bl(H !,,.-Olin· ... 
onion, Mu~hroom!, Bdl on l'('Pl><·r,(ho1-,wt'f'll St1U.'-.dR1' 
1111. WOHKS 8.iS 12.7S l.l.iS 9.7S 
112 roppings\ 
"ROGIE'S HOGIES• ¼lb. Sandwich ½lb. Sub 
!Hot or Cold] 
lldlll 2.00 J.OS 
lurkn- 2.00 :!.OS 
·1 una S<1lact 2.00 ].OS 
<iuacamole .!.2S :I.SO 
Tuna <iuac 2 25 .1.50 
Corned Bet·! } ')r.: - ... , .I.SO 
HOd!'>l Bed 2 so .l.7S 
l'd!->lfdffil ) ')r.: -..... ) .I.SO 
LAA S<1lall l 7S 2.50 
Ch1•C!?<" l.7S 2.50 
Me<1lball 2.00 J.05 
"Rogie"!? ll<1h,m ltot,{W!->" 3.05 
Only at Rogan's 
Always at Rogan' s 
2 for I Toppin5!s 
4 Free Sodas w7Lg. 
2 Free Sodas w/Sm. 
Free Delivery 
Delivery Hours 
Monday - Thursday 
spm - 1:30am 
Friday 
5pm - 2am 
Saturday 
12 :30pm - 2am 
Sunday: 
12:00pm - 1:30am 
Always free pizza 
Deltvery 
273-6006 
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.ANNOUNCEMENTS 
'' Slush'' 
Festival 
The fifth annual Slush Feslivi:11 will 
take place on Saturday. March I. 
from 12-:iprn on the Ithaca 
Commons. Events mclucle the 
Woolworth's Slush Day Parade 
1tx~inning on Com St. and going 
down State to Cayuga St.I, Rusty Car 
, Contest. Amateur Weatherman 
Contest, Bad Weather Fashion Show 
and the legendary Melrose Plankton 
skydiving into a tub of slw,h 
1wcathrr permitting)! come Join the 
run. 
Spring 
Yard 
Sale 
In <111 effort to dL~poS<.' of surpltl~ 
property. the Purchasing 
Ikpilrtment will be t omlucting d 
Spnng Yarcl Sale. If you ha\'!' 
material<; which you no longer fl(>j·tl. 
plra<;e rnntart tL<; IX328'll am! w1· 
will arrange for pwk-u1> of thesc 
Hems. If they rnnnot be tl';ccl by any 
othcr College <lepartnwnt. we will 
chspose of them in our sale. 
Span: i<; a valuc1blc mrnmo<lity 
,md thL<; is a good oppommity to 
< lean out all thos<· nooks ,md 
crannies. As hett!'r \\'t'illht:r 
dppromiit~<;. wt· will S<.'ml you i:111 th<' 
details of the Si le. 
F Ford Auditorium 
Counseling 1 
Jobs 
Looking !or a paid surnrnn 
< oun.,;elingJob'/ lntcrv1ews !or camp 
Lokaw<la will Ix~ gi,·en on March 4th 
from f~5. Sign up 111 the· C.m·1·r 
Planning Office. 
ISC 
Lobby 
Day 
The Inclcpendcni Student 
Coalition (ISCI. l<; spon.,;oring a lobhy 
clay March 24th. in Albany, N.Y .. fur 
students all over the state. Students 
will Ix: lobbymg to support the New 
York State Assembly for Tuilton 
,\ss1stann· Program. People· 
mtcrcstecl in getting mrnlved can 
rail Jill Weiner at thl' Student 
Govcrnmmt office. 27.J.-:l.177. 
GALA 
Film 
On Thursday. February i7th. th1·r1· 
will be a film cntitlect "Another 
Country," spon..,;orrd by GAL\ ICiay 
a111I Lesbian .\lliann·1. rtw film will 
1>1· shown m Frimcl,; 207 at 7:00pm. 
.\L<;o, <iAL\ rnc1·ts daily at 8:00pm 
in Muller Chapel. 
AMA Spring 
Bowl ! Campus Fever 
-A- I Affairs Boogie 
Thon ·1 Meeting IIH' F,r.-!1...~!~pnng Fner 
American .,tarkcting ,\SSCX·1ation lloogw l\il'>h. a d,mn·p<1m,n ben!'fit 
Bowl-a-thon will be held Salurday. I ttw rompktrt'> oiunty Mental llt~ilth 
Apnl 5 at the I des Family Fun Centn rtwre will ht· a C,unptL'i . \ff,ur., . \.<,.'><X ldtion. will IX' ht'lcl S;itur<tay. 
.i_t 1:30. All _contributiort<; will go to , m1·1·11,1g helct 1n the s·tu<l<·nt (,<' >,·1·n1- t h 
. - M,m 1 8 ,11 900pm ell T 1· P;irty 
• Statue .of Liberty l·uncl. ---i nwnt Offi1·c. Thursday at B:oopm. ii I IotN' 011 Stau· Stre!'t 111 Ithaca. 
lth I you want to gl't 1nvol\'!'cl hv MtL<;ic lo<xt. ,met cl()()r pnlt'.<; will be aca I 111v1-s1iga11ng 1ssuc·s and prohlf'rn., h<·re 011 rnmpu.'>. then this ~ your providrd aml .i c,t'>h bar avatlahlc. 
-ll J rhanre rhc Campus .\!!,ms Costumes dH' !'nrouragcd hut Ba et , me!'tingL'>o1x·n1oall.atthcJrctfloor optional. ri<ht'1Sar!'S10perperson I I:ghert urnon. amt can ll<' puf('hil<;<·cl at MrBcxib. 
Event ~~-----------~I .1-D I.tght GallPI)', amt I.ovmg Light 
~aturday. Mardi 8 The llhcJcd 
Bc1llet pwscnts .. Alice m 
Wonderland" amt a program of 
'lamily-orirntcd works. at the Statler 
,\uchtorium. Cornell l:n1v!'rs11y. 
Ithaca. di 2pm and 8:tspm. 
Hest·r,·ations: 2i2-898ti. Ht·scrvcd 
tickets: Willi,UTt<; Shoes on The 
Commons. General <1dn11ssion 
ltrkets: Williams: 01scount Hecorcts 
111 <:0I11·ge1own: HOtL<;t' of Wicker: 
community Corrl!'rs: Williard 
Str,ught 1rnion. Cornell. %.Oo. 
rt'st'rY!'<I: ss.oo. general adml<;.<;ion: 
S4.00 stu1tems .ind senior rillzm~. 
Chtldrcrl's 11ckcts: sa\'!' 51.(Kl hv 
rnlonng the ":\lie!'" po~t<·r. .ivml.il>il· 
.it all outlets. ,mcl r!'turmng II di tirnl' 
of ticket purch,l<;C. 
An I. m al s I IJ!'ii Call 27'.l-'l2SO !or 11101(' . 111!ormatio11. 
\Skating 
~~~r~,~~~lhl \1 Party 
<'x1x·rinwn1a11011. or l!'l'i rnnfl1c It'd College Night Hollc·rskaung ,met 
and 
l>y what you llllL'>I do 111 < lit<,.<,('s·• On i lldnn· 1',irty "111 1c1k1· plar<' 011 
\lilrc h 4. 1twrc will lX' .i , 1d1·0 on J \\'cdn!'sdily. ~tar< h Sth. !Hlpm .it 
.in111ml r!'st'arrh. !ollow!'cl hv ,1 J Fun111111· Sk,11ing Hink on front of 
d1snL..,,.,1on 11·1! h~ I"r!'d Quunh; on i Pyr.inml Mall!. Thi· <;.i oo aclmL,.,1011 
. \rnmal,; & Hesmrrh .. \ltcmat1,·t's to 1nduct1·s '>k.tll' r!'nt<ll. I·t·aturc.<, 
1L<;1ng animals m H·s<·.irch. ,111d inducl<· l.i\'t' Ill tmtL.,,t by Dtr!'t t 
Cornell's < ,unpus 1nvolv1·men1 111 Dn\'t' Sound 1. larg1· sk.iwfloor and 
,m1mal r<'S<'drrh. Conw cxpr1-s.., your ~ep,ualt' dimn· floor. hght system. 
01Mnion on Marrh .i. at .uo ill ~1ilrth,i dl!'d<!t· garn<·~ and snack har. For 
\'an Hemssdaer. more infomiat1on call 2n-2092. 
Music Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars Meetings 
_,N~;c._'cN-"'a'?'b:.::e:.:.n:.:.h"'a:.:u:.:e:.:r::-:-R'-'o=o'"m'--+--------------------------r------------;--------------t----
Sports Etcetera 
February 27 
Phi Mu Alpha Spring Feb~uarv 27 
Recital S:lS om (Fl Classic Films present 
' · Here Comes Mr. Jor-
Sr. Recital, Theresa dan, Textor 102, 7:30 
-=--io: oo pm Walsh, 9:00 pm (N) 
Feb. 27 - Mar. l February 28 
Faculty Recital, 
Patrice Pastore, 
pm (Fl 
Antigone, Hoerner 
8 , 15 Theatre, 8:00 pm 
Feb. 28 - Mar. l 
Lyon Hall concert SAB Films presents 
Series, Terrace Dinin Prizzi's Honor, Tex-
Hall, 9 , 00 pm tor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm 
March 1 
Sr. Recital, Betsy 
~' 12:00 pm 
Sr. Recital, Mindy 
Scheierman, 2:00 pm 
(Fl 
Orchestra w/Concerto 
Solo Competition 
Winners, 8:15 pm (Fl 
March 2 
Sr. Recital, Janna 
Pfluger, l:OOpm(Nl 
Choir, 3:00 pm (Fl 
Joint Recital, 
Michelle Badour/ 
Holly Probst, 7:00 
(Nl 
Sr. Recital, David 
pm 
, Latulippe, 8:15 pm (F 
March 3 
Vocal Jazz Ensemble, 
Symphonic Band, 8:15 
pm (Fl 
March 4 
Mu Phi Cpsilon Spring 
Recital, 8:15 pm (Fl 
SAB Midnight Movie, 
Repo Man, Textor 102, 
March 2 
SAB Films presents 
11 The Terminator•·, 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 
pm 
MUSIC (CONT. I 
March 4 
Grad. Recital, Bill 
~. 9:00 pm (N) 
March 5 
Faculty Recital, Pete1 
Hedrick, Chapel, 8:15 
pm 
Musical Theatre/Opera 
Workshop, 8:15 pm (Fl 
March 6 
Faculty Recital, 
Michael Galvan, 8:15 
pm (F) 
Viola Studio Recitdl, 
9:00 pm (Nl 
February 27 
lumni Lecture Series, 
rossroads, 3:00 pm 
pm 
March 3 
ecruiter Macy's 
tlanta, See Career 
lanning for Details 
March 5 
ecruiters, John 
anamakcr, See Career 
lanning for Details 
March 6 
ecruiters K Mart 
or oration,~ 
areer Planning for 
etails 
February 27 
lcoholics Anonymous 
tg., Phillips Room, 
hapel, 7:00 - 8:00 pm 
March 2 
aming Club, Friends 
04, 7:00 pm 
March 3 
1 Anon Mtg., Phillips 
oom, Chapel, 8:30 -
10:00 pm 
March 4 
EC/BACCHUS weekly 
eetings, Counseling 
enter Group Room, 
:00 pm 
tudent Government 
tg., Gannett 111, 
8:00 pm 
March 5 
Ii story Club Mtg., 
Friends 208, 7:30 pm 
March 6 
Penance Service, Mulle 
hapel, 7:00 pm 
lcoholic Anonvmous 
tg., Phillips.Room, 
hapel, 7:00 - 8:00 pm 
February 27 - 28 
Phys.teal Therapy 
Massage Clinic 
(Alsign-Ups, Egbert 
Union Lobby; 
11:00 a.m. - 2:0C 
February 27-28 
IC Men's Varsity 
Swimming at UNYSSA 
March 1 
IC Men's Varsity 
Indoor and Outdoor 
Track at University 
of Rochester Invita-
tional (Al 
IC Women's Indoor and 
Outdoor Track at St. 
Fisher Invitational 
(Al 
IC Men's Bas~etball 
vs. Fredonia, ECAC 
Tournament, Ben Light 
Gymnasium, 8:00 pm 
March 8 
IC Men's Varsity 
Indoor and Outdoor 
Track at NYSCT&FA 
Championship (Al 
p.m. 
Ithaca Opportu-
nity Days spon-
sored by Admis-
sions Office, 
Muller Chapel 
March l 
ALS Party - Fund-
ro1ser, Cross-
roads, 9:00 !J.m. 
- 4:00 u.rn. 
March 
VIP Days spon-
ored by the 
dmissions Offic( 
~rossroads, 9:00 
a.m. 
March 7 
Block I Ends 
J:00 p.m., Sprins 
Bredk Begins 
)rientation 
Leader Applicd-
tions due in the 
fficc of Campus 
Activities or 
Residential Life 
Office 
Pres1de11t.' t:, Hu=>L 
Applications, due 
in the Admission, 
Office 
Mc1rch 8 
Res,idence Hall,, 
close at 10:00 
a.m. 
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OPINIONS/LETTERS 
Student questions 
Ithacan' s integrity 
Editor confronts 
issue of integrity 
In response to Mr. Mukahy's accusations that the news section 
can be bought or sold Uke advertising space, I would like to set 
the record straight. Let me start with a defmition I'm sure Mr. 
Mulcahy knows. ,News: new infonnation ab?ut anything; 
information previously unknown; reports, collecttvely, of recent 
happenings especially those broadcast over radio or TV, printed 
in a newspd,,er, etc.; any person or thing thought to merit special 
attention in such reports., [Webster 1980} 
To the Editor: 
Journalistic integrity! 
Two words held near to the 
heart of any worthwhile news 
organization. Also, two words 
tossed aside by The Ithacan on 
the front page of it's February 
13th edition. This issue of our 
student "news" paper had an 
article on a communications 
student. The article was 
accompanied by an obviously . 
staged photograph of this 
person. The mere seledion of 
this particular person for a 
feature article makes one 
question the validity of this 
publication. If the author of the 
piece did any investigating at all, 
she would have found the 
subject does not represent the 
high caliber of people in the 
school of communications. 
Through talking to some 
sources I found my personal 
suspicions of this article to be 
well based. Toe subjed was not 
chosen by a newsperson, but 
rather the person wt·nt out and 
chose The Ithacan. He offered 
the paper a promotional video in 
exchange for a front page 
feature on himself. An article 
that would very nicely attach to 
his resume. The Ithacan sold out 
to an aggressive manipulator 
who knew their price. 
I have always thought it was 
advertising space that was 
bought and sold ... not news 
space. The /thacan's fight for a 
solid news reputation was 
thrown back a mile by this 
unethical choice. Personality 
profiles on truly outstanding 
people are great, but being 
bought by a nobody is a grave 
mistake. 
Matt Mulcahy 
TVIR '87 
Profdes are written to recognize outstanding qualities and 
strengths of the Ithaca College faculty and students. The February 
/ 3th feature· student profile was NOT a trade-off or a bargaining 
option. As a follow-up to comments concerning the 
entrepreneurial ability of Gary Rosen, I initiated contact wiJh Mr. 
Rosen. This led to an interview. He did not instigate the article. 
It is true that Mr. Rosen is producing a public service 
announcement/or The Ithacan. However, the feature article and 
the public service QIUIOuncement tue disengaged from one another. 
They were not a trade off. I had absolutely no idea. until after 
the article was written, that Mr. Rosen was constructing this 
announcement." 
Rosen retracts quote If you, Mr. Mulcahy, were at all f arnlliar wiJh the physical production of a newspaper, you might have taken into account several factors that attribute to the special layout of copy. These factors include article length, column space, position of 
photographs, and story content. AO these factors are contemplated 
when designing the front page. 1 did not purposely put the article 
on the front page as a bargaining affect. 
To the Editor: 
I would like to take this 
opportunity to apologize to the 
many students and staff 
members who put a great 
amount of time and effort into 
putting ICB·lV on the air. I was 
quoted as saying that "Nobody 
cared about the quality" of the 
programming on ICB-1V. This 
was an obvious overstatement. 
WICB-TV is a learning 
environment that is crucial to the 
co-curricular experience that 
David Klein, Editor in Chief 
Lloyd Sarro, Managing Editor Barbara Richard, Advertising Editor 
Michael Segal, Business Manager 
Lynne Realander, Operations Manager 
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:t 
separates Ithaca College from 
other institutions offering 
education in communications. 
Certainly, there: are people on 
ICB-lV that do care about the 
quality of the programming, and 
it is to those people that this 
apology is directed. 
Please accept my apologies. I 
hope that this helps to clear up 
any misunderstandings that 
may have developed as a result 
of this article. 
Gary Rosen 
Concentrating on your statement that there are other subjects 
who ,represent the high caliber of people in the School of 
Communications,, my response is that there are many individuals 
in ALL of the schools that deserve acknowledgment. 
Unfortunately, I am not aware of aO the students and their 
activities on campus. For example, I'd never heard of you until 
I read your letter. Your jealous outburst was uncalled for and 
inco"ect. If you know of anyone that deserves individual atten-
tion, call me and 1 will futher investigate it. 
Nancy Pracht 
NEWS EDITOR 
TVIR '86 ~~~~=iiiiiiiiiic:::=!:!!!!!=!:!:~~~--~~~~~ 
College Democrats-noted 
for increasing awarene~.s 
To the 
0
Editor: 
It is said that there are three 
things one should not discuss, 
politics, religion and the recent 
superbowl. The last simply isn't 
worth talking about, the middle 
varies in interpretation from 
person to person, but the first is 
one that's probably been hidden 
from Ithaca College since 
students were being drafted for 
the war in Vietnam. 
As a person who has written 
twelve politically oriented 
articles and editorials in the past 
two spring semesters. I feel that 
it's only fair to give recognition 
to the group who has inspired 
me to keep up with political 
news. In following the news. 
they have given me the 
encouragement to write no 
nonsense perspectives on why 
a certain level of political 
awareness is important for an 
individual's personal growth. 
Toe name of this group is the 
Ithaca College Democrats. 
The club was formed by 
Eileen Filler and Julie Kurland (an 
8.5 graduate) during a period 
when a radical, ultra 
conservative newsletter called 
the Flame of Truth was causing 
controversey around campus. It 
also attempted to lessen the 
political apathy that still exists in 
the I.C. environment. If you 
were at I.C. during the fall 84 
semester when the CD's (Col-
lege Democrat's) were founded, 
you'd say that we had a 
"conservatively apathetic" 
student body. This 
conservatism was not based on 
genuine knowledge or an 
awareness of the issues of the 
day, but was typical of upper 
middle class business interest 
mentality. 
Through the work of the small 
group of steady members in 
84-8.5, the CD's gave a political 
and social awareness to those of 
you who listened. This may 
have been the reason why the 
1984 Ithacan poll picked Walter 
Mondale as the candidate 
favored to win the presidency. 
The 1986 CD's are organized, 
creative, intelligent and 
detennined to change I.C. from 
a school where people simply 
strive to get a job to one where 
students can also become 
aware of real issues. It's no 
coincidence that our nations 
greatest institutions are also 
known to be politically active. 
As you may remember. last 
semester's Hoi.>caust 
Awareness Program was a real 
success. This semester we are 
sponsoring a Hunger Awareness 
Program aimed specifically at 
the plight of . the Ithaca 
communny, a lecture serie~ 
where different professors will 
discuss interesting issues, and a 
letter writing campaign to let 
political leaders know how we 
really kel about the bill 
(Gramm 1udman-Hollings) 
which will reduce TAP as well 
as other types of educational 
funding. Don't feel that political 
issues don't effect you-· 
especially those of you on 
financial aid. Also don't feel that 
you can't change things. The 
main reason why you may not 
change things is because you 
·are not part of a strong 
organization. 
The College Democrats would 
like your support, even if you are 
not a democrat. We need people 
who want to learn, meet friendly 
people and be a part of a fun 
loving, but caring group of 
politically minded students. If 
you're interested in attending a 
meeting, participation in our 
events or just learning -more 
about what the college 
democra1s can do for you, 
contact Eileen Filler, the rlulJs 
president or me through the, off 
campus mailbox in the Union 
Gameroom. 
BIii Durant 
College Democrats Promotions 
February 'E, 1986 
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Majority shou Id rule 
college-wide policies 
~rinting t 
protecting 
This year, The Ithacan is commiJted to reporting accurate, 
timely, and responsible journalism. As a publication dedicated to 
prof essioTIJllism, the most common concern this staff faces each 
week is deciding what is considered news. These decisions are often 
based upon two factors: the obligation a newspaper has to inform 
it's readers, and the accessability of information. 
To 'the Editor. 
I could not let the latest 
violation of student's rights by 
the Office of Residential Life go 
by Without a protest. A few days 
ago, I received a memo from my 
Garden Assistant. It states that if 
you intend to use your room for 
a "gathering". you must fill out 
a form that lists the names. 
addresses. birthdates, and social 
security nlUllbcrs of any one 
who will be in attendance. I 
would have to guess that the 
intention of this new policy is to 
keep alcohol away from those 
who arc Wider the legal drinking 
age. I believe, however, that this 
is a violation of my rights and I 
would like 10 state to those 
brilliant minds who conceived 
this idea that I Will not comply. 
II is none of their business who 
I invite to my home, and I WiU 
never give them this 
information. If Security wants 10 
know the ages of my friends. 
they are more than welcome to 
stand at my door and do the 
proofing. I am not paid their 
salary and therefore, I will not do 
their job. I fully understand that 
as host of a party. it is my 
responsibility to ensure the 
safety of my guests. 
Why is it that this school insists 
upon taking as much 
responsibility away from 
students as they can? Why is it 
that I must be part of the meal 
plan if I live in a dorm? (I am 
quite capable of feeding myself. 
thank you.) Why is it that I need 
permission as to my choice of 
living on or off campus'/ If Ithaca 
College has financial problems. 
the students should not be 
made lo suffer any more than 
anyone else in order to make the 
books balance. Why is it that we· 
have an attendance policy for 
clas.5es? If lhe teacher is doing 
his or her job correctly, the 
students will show up of their 
own will. (And please spare me 
the idea of grading based on 
'class participation·_ I have seen 
so many people in my classes 
that arc there every day but 
don't say a word.) Why is it that 
Student Congress can only 
make recommendatons for 
college policies? we should be 
in thf" driver's seat hew. 
Everywhere else I know of. with 
the exception of South Africa 
and the Soviet-bloc countries. 
the majority makes the policies. 
not the minority. Ewn the 
faculty council has very li!llc 
control over rule-making. I think 
there should be an organization 
on thLc, campus that is 
composed or students. faculty 
and staff based on what percent 
of the college community each 
group makes up. That Le, where 
policy should be made. I know 
this is a private institution, not a 
state school. That is not. in my 
opinion, reason to exclude 
students from the decision-
making processs as is done 
here. An example? If the 
majority of students, faculty, and 
staff believe we should divest. 
that is precisely what should be 
done. The point is: ac, things 
stand now, the power on this 
campus rests in the hands of a 
small group. not the majority. If 
the administration here is 
genuinely interested in 
educating us to succeed in the 
world. then they should make 
the Ithaca College community 
one in which the residents can 
have some say in matters that 
affect their lives. 
David Adler 
TV-R '86 
On cenain occasions, articles may be viewed "irrelevant" or 
"inappropriate" for a college newspaper. The Ithacan believes it 
is necessary to provide information that affects the entire college 
community. We are a newspaper. 
Ithaca College securely protects all students with the "Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. " This legislation 
allows "students to have access to records maintained on them 
and be protected from improper di.sclosures to third parties without 
the student's consent." 
According to this act, "a college can state that charges have bee.n 
brought against a student and can disclose the results of 
disciplinary proceedings as long'Os the name of the student is not 
disclosed. " 
However, if the information is obtained thru other channels, 
such as students, and not college officials, this material can be 
published in a campus newspaper. 
With the above considerations in mind, one can only ponder 
if obtaining and printing information is ethical or fair to the 
individuals involved. Since these individuals are a part of Ithaca 
College, and we are the studenl newspaper, we would like to know 
where you think our obligation rests: Printing news, or protecting? 
David Kleln 
Editor In Chief 
THE ITHACAN 
Suggestions offered to 
improve I.C.' s Security 
To the Editor: ' 
The time has now come to put 
a rum on SCcurity's power over 
the students and this campus. 
There are two major problems 
of this flawed system. 
Problem number one: the 
officers themselves. Toe officers 
on this campus, with the 
exception of one or two, walk 
around like they are invincible, 
and act like pscudo-Rambos. 
They are abusive toward any 
student who disagrees with this 
notion. r:.ach of us have our own 
horror story about a case of 
student abll'ie. A studt,'fll is 
afraid to rebutt in the face of an 
officer for fear of being arrested 
on a trumped up charge, as was 
The Ithacan photographer who 
was warned that he would be 
arrested on "'obstructing 
justice". when he was 
photographing Security's abuse 
of an innocent student after the 
la'it football game. (Whatever 
happened to the investigation 
about this?) 
Do the officers of this campus 
really nt,-ed to carry guns? 
Doesn't I.C's administration 
realize they are patrolling a 
middle to upper middle class 
school, in a quiet little town. and 
not a school in a big city slum? 
Is it the job of the offlCCIS to set 
traps? As many a student will 
protest to, if, god forbid, a driver 
doesn't completely stop at a stop 
sign. they will then immediately 
· see a security car pounce from 
its hiding spot. Toe I.C. campus 
is not a city, there is no need for 
traps! 
Problem number two: paJking 
and tick~ting. I agree With most 
people that I.C. is run like a 
bt.l<;iness more than a schoot 
Behind the- Towers there are 
approximately 25 spaces in 
which students cannot park_ 
' f 
These spaces are of course the would work a lot more 
infamous Tower Oub parking effectively. 
spots. Who is more important, To clarify, my main beef is 
the students, who already fared with the officers themselves; 1 
with a tight parking situation have had a lot of problems. all 
need a place to park. OR rich I feel unwarranted. However 1 
bt.l<;inessrnen who use those do want to point out that security 
spaces to stuff their faces'/ does do a good job protecting 
Obviously the administration the students. They do provide a 
thinks the latter. valuable service. But they do go 
As probably everyone who about it the wrong way. To all l.C / 
has a rar on campus knows. this students who feel it's lime to 
school loves to ticket. What does stop the runaway train, I ask you 
I.C. Inc. do with the money'/ to a!lend the Student Congres.s 
More importantly why do there Problem Meeting on March 4th. \ \'\ 
have to be fines? Instead offivc There will be an investigation \ 0· \ · . ~ 
tickets with fines and then losing started. and changes will be !\ ., '\ 
your privileges, what about made. , \ ' '#.· , 
three tickets without fines and Neal Greenberg s: \ -q · \ \' 
then losing privileges. ·nus Bus. Mgmt. '89 Pu,li',E.,l :,1<,11.Jc. 1 ' 
Stacy creates "Parking Solution #212" 
Ithaca College is slowly PHl\'ILE(;E.'-i. Why'! Why not! ing m the upper stories of the officers ar<' <leputized by the 
becoming an institution of This will reduce automol>Jlt' clut- towers more anracllvc. the Tompkins County Sheriffs 
impecc-Jblc growth. Within the ter in S lot. This will also start Towt'r Club an<! office spaces Departme111 and carry only one 
past four years, we have wal('h· ,mother silly c,unpLL'i tradition on the top floors of these loaded han<lgun is not nearly 
ed a new btL<;iness building, a that puts umlcrclassmcn in an buildings must be renovated ,le; enough to control a campus of 
new dormitory and a new aggravating situation that is well. Heplacing thesr floors will thL<; nature. In 1he future. offir<'rs 
Egbert Union expansion project comparable to wearing silly I)(' a Burger King ,md a Hon Jon·s will carry two loaded snub-
pop up right before our eyes. If beanies in the 1mo·s. surf shop in ordrr to l>etter scr\'r nosed .44 calit)t'r pistol<;, an 
that isn't enough we have' also 2iTOWEHS PARKING the student body's C\'Cr mrn·,t<;- ,\LL<;tralian btL<;h machete, and 
been treated to news of a. new GAHAGE COMPLEX. For the ing matt·rial nee<ls. ,m automatic M-16 governl'nenl 
communication building in nea- intentional inconvenience of the :li MANAGEMENT Cl lr\NCiE. L'>SUt' rifle. In addition. they will 
tion. Ithaca College should be entire student body, renovation In light of ht'r more than Ile thoroughly schooled in 
proud of its architcchtural expan- of the towers will start promptly <1llequate and efficient work military methods of the Nepalian 
sion. However. one major at the beginning of the 1986-87 here. Traffic Bureau Coordinator Ghurka warrior' corps. Before 
problem remains that has little, school year. We need more ugly Linda Tavclli will be promoted deployment at Ithaca. they will 
if any, viable solution in the near fences and loud construction to Traffic Coordinator of Parking al'>O be required to serve as 
future. The problem is parking. vehicles anyway. The towers in Oisneyworld in Florida. She transit officers in New York 
Wait one minute. This is not will be converted into a double would like the weather. and City's Bedford-Stuyvesant area. 
another long winded essay full vertical parking garage. things have probably been run- I truly believe that proper 
of whining and unrealistic Hesidents from the towers will ning far too smoothly there execution of this plan can effec-
rcmedies to this chaotic be inconveniently relocated in anyway. In her place, Roderick tivcly alleviate our absurd park-
mayhern. Please read on. I think over crowded lounges or in J. Treebus will step in and leave ing dilemma. However, 1 must 
that you will fmd my solutions to make shift shanties constructed his post as ticket taker at the emphasize that this is only a 
Ithaca's parking problems quite in the NCR parking lot. The latter wally World amusement park. small segment or a complex and 
feasible and enjoyable. I will call will give radical students "with 4) STRICTER SECURITI' AND lengthy process. If anyone 
it "'Parking Solution #212." The a cause" a place to protest any ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL. would like to further discuss this 
finer points go as follows: particular political or social The temporary enforcement plan, I would be happy to talk 
11 AU .. FRESHMEN WILL BE problems they feel worthy of corp at Ithaca is embarassingly over a few drinks and small 
REAJSED PARKING publicity. In order to make park- inadequate. The fact that most sandwirt-1~s do\\'ntown. 
· Gregg A. Stacy 
Dahlin' Babycakcs · 
1 hale 1ha1 name! 
wan1ed: 
Signed. 
Ray Charles 
St>xy, beautiful. lntelligcm woman 
who's a Dead head. Send applications 10 
Studcnl Gov't Office. 3rd Ooor. l::gl)(•n 
Union. Roman1ic dinner dale will follow! 
Hey Mana-Mozzarella (ET 4041: 
I can·1 wail to go hornt· and look for 
Bambi 1ogethrr ag,un1 I rnL,;. our talk.<. 
11hr BE.<,,· lalks!i 
-1.any·~ siswr 
M.I.<, 
How alxiu1 a smile! St·r you at 
l>reakfa,1 
Ci<1mma !>ell Pledges. 
ll't"'rt• very happy ya all 1all 19 of ya!!IJ 
dt-cidro 10 Join us in 1hr bond or 
<;L,trmood. 
l'oldloe-chip, 
WI.\ 
-the Sis1crs 
CiOAWAY! rm not your onion dip!! You 
Taler!! 
~Hare: 
This 11rne you wcrr more awakt- al 
hwakfa<;t! Nrx1 11nw you'll have 10 romc 
with~! 
With 0roans of ,~ain. 
Diuy and Dingy 
Oh l'a. 
Granola-face did II againl·Shr ground!Xt 
me. l'lrast" conw visit-I just hair 10 be 
grounded w/o you. 
-Melinda Rebecca toh no!\ 
Pooh-13car. 
Good to see your furry face again! 
-Buller-Social 1·1\_'. 
l..F. 
Wanna listen lo a little Frank Sinalra? 
Really. I think I coold U:.ARN to like hlrnll 
LS. 
ILY. 
Suzie 
Knight Dreamer-
Our love Is prunary and pcimarlCflt and 
always Will he. I love you and !hanks! 
-Ollcrpillar 
Mo & Kathy. 
I'm so glad our talk ronvinrcd you! 
You·rr both going to •Jove• it! 
-Your fnmdl~· I.F.C rep 
Jrnn. 
Good Jud With the Gardm! wr·w goin)\ 
to mLss you!!' 
<,lilly C. 
we I.ow You• 
The Bobscy l\v1n., 
I have a new way for you 10 "do" 
minu1t"S-\\11h bc<"r! 1who ...aid thar! .. Did 
you say that'!) 
-I didn't !><lY 1hat! 
M-Face, 
V1varinr and obscenities. Whal a wa)' 
10 wake upl I hope your foot L, smiling. 
-Pooch Jover 1Her!H1~!J 
Kristin. 
Thank you for !wing that ~pctial per-
son in my lift'. 1Ew·n if you arr from 
TURIN!J 
l.<ivt• Alway~. 
lx•ct.:ce 
I.es. 
HOJ)(• vou amt Stevw Woncter hat1 a 
WONDEHl'l/1. llnlt' al iht· formal..J Did! 
crazy Ahn·. 
IL\', 
SU7j(' 
one day I'll rrrnemlx-r 10 call · I 
promL<,r. 
AFTER HOURS BASH • 
613 Easl Slate SI. 
Beach-Wear only!!! 
Saturday Nighlll 
March 151 
11.Y-Duess who? 
Granola. 
Arn I still groundt.'d? I want 10 play!II 
JLY 
·Ul1lc Boy 
John K. 
Sticks & stones may break my bones-
but you Will •never• hun me. 
·B.IJ ·~ girt 
I\ T.W 
lley CUllt'! 11'1'~ gt•I toW•ther S(XJN 
o\'t'r candlrlight. ro~e~. and wmt' 10 
SKl:TC:11 out ~mt· intimate dct.ub1 
l.o\'e, 
Hoping for Homann· 
Io lht• DK pl!'d)!eS· 
1 hanks for all your "afft'(1ron " II nwh' 
our D. \ )!!! Good luct plettg,ng 
"liS" 
·lledr, 
1 hanl, for telling me to "smile•"! Come 
& vbil more! You make a great prn 
IL\ 
The "d17.ly hlom1e" 
1 .. 1ura & cw. 
·H1·y. did wt• lt•,11·t· Huey downtown 
111<11 ll'cdne~td\'. or whal'! 
:\nother ~hot. OK! 
ro my "whm-evcr'' from IH;1m. 
I love him amt you! 
From your "whaH·1·(·r" from (u1mn1<1 
Deir. 
l11ll,lil)'! 
\'alt·ntme·~ \\'('t'h·cnct wa, \'1:In 
~1x-dal 10 nw' I rnn·1 w.iit 10 ht· dhlt· 1<1 
hl.J!! you amt kL<,,<; your f<1n· again. 
IAAY· 
I ml'>~ \'OU. 
.\ our tiahy 
Hey l>alx-<" - a l>olllt• of wmr. ~nw 
!diking head,. and open tht· sunrcxif - I 
want to see thr stars ... 
The Girl from l'enrLW. 
To Ihe Girls al 120. 
I Jove you guys, you're the best!!! 
Guess WhO'! 
Superman. 
rm sorry 10 hun your ego by no1 liking 
you. How about groWing up & shutting 
your moulh. (No more S1oliesll 
-Lois 
li(",ar, 
I just love seeing you (and Lisa 1001 
evc~· Mon. Wed. Friday! Such a happy 
bear. 
Hry 8loom-facr. 
You playma1c you. You hav<'n't been 
around 10 t·mh,,rra.;s lL'i · we miss you. 
-Gues.<; who 
llt·1 1.iht· · 
Tlw p.irt1· .it your plan· tilt· 14th wa, 
grt'dl! (i<Xxt lurk with your l.idv-tnrnd! 
\ ou rnahc .i nin· couple!! 
11.Y 
CW IA.K :\. "lll!ZY"I 
Ht·1· ll17.lif\t's.,! 
1 •01,11,x• (ilipi, aw tor tlwt'd~! I 1·r, find 
rnu ~nw fwnrh Int-;, to nrhlllc· on n>o 
\'OU kll0\\'·11' I.S.!i 
II.\'. 
-Dmgy 
l.ciXl. . 
I I w ,l, GIU · .. \ T panymg wilh you l~I 
\\'t·cl Th,mx for the- dann·-and for 
hecpml! th,11 ~llt'k away from me! !Have 
\'OU !>ti•n IIUCl'!I 
!In.in. 
~lti'I 1<1 rn tht· nmunon·~ "1nckxir si1110,\ 
,1re,1" · we'll do nJfft"(". 
·SH & CW 
\\'1·ncil. 
< ;J,Ht to !>(·e you·n· ~miling agam! llave 
lun wrth vour new "l><Jb1es" (all 1H of 
1lwrn1. 
!'>ULIC' & l,lU@· 
11.Y. 
,~nkr 
\\'eren·1 th~· "minut<"·ShoL," fun'/! I 
t ,m·1 wnwmber what we danced 100!!! 
I .t·I'!, tin rt al!ain! And Huey, too!! 
Wh1mpy, 
II'~ 11mc- to get Heffy! 
11.\'. 
C1rolyn 
Love. 
Easy 
February 27, 1986 
Hey Bloom-fact'. 
Did we gross you out With our rna<,hed 
potatoes a11d A-I sau<"e? It was greal!! 
Anrw. 
We Love You' 
Thr Bo1Jst>y TwirL'> 
so HAPPY things are bark lo normal 
between us. (And lhal we·n· both "m 
lov<""J-Oh happincss! 
II.). 
Your li111t· ~L,h'r 
sale!. s1arr-
i-eep up the good work-You /M's af<' 
the best. 
M,m, & PA. 
LOl'C, 
~Woman 
I can't wait loser vour new lmtN' ,~ 
ii IOO early 10 rclc•hratt''/ l'remalllrC' 
( elc-lmllinl! should lx•gin ,my dav now. 
- Don·r you agwe'/ 
-UI. 
·1 o tlw "Calendar Mnn" w11h tht' lllut· 
C\'('!,, 
· Why don·1 you JLL~t say "hi" irl~lract or 
!>lanng all the lirnr'/! 
-Ttw two ch11'k!. in rhc llnron. 
To Jai,e s .. 
Happy Binhday! 
From 1he 3 or us! 
9()4 & Becky, 
Don'! leave your doors unlodt"<i if 1·ou 
hnow what's good for vou. 
914 
Doug. 
Good talk 1hr othr, nigh!. I'm beginnrng 
to undc-rstamt. 
lJllle "Bubble". 
l.<)1'(', 
:\Ill(' 
wetoome 10 the family (almost!) I.ors 
of GRl'.A T limes and swprises in store for 
you know lhat I'll always be here for you 
sis. 
Bisi "Bubble" 
Can you fill these shoes? 
co 
CD 
0) 
... 
These shoes belong to the editor in 
chief of THE ITHACAN ''The Student 
Newspaper for Ithaca College. ''If you 
have strong leadership and organiza-
tional skills, creative talents, the ablility 
to achieve your goals, and the desire to 
work in a corporate .setting they will. 
probably fit. 
Pick up and return completed applications 
at THE ITHACAN of fices in Landon Hall 
or at the Office of Campus Activities-in the 
Egbert Union. 
DEA-OLINE for applications is March 7 at 4pm 
ITHACAN VARIETY 
This Week in Arts and Leisure 
Live shows 
come back!! 
By Loren Deutsch 
For the first time in thirty years. 
live entertainment returns to 
Ithaca, New York. With great 
efforts on the part of Gary Bucci 
and John Peterson. and 
cooperation from the State 
Theater. Urban Blight made the 
return of live music "very 
encouraging," according to Gary 
Bucci. 
Gary Bucci and John Peterson 
are the owners of The Haunt. 
located in downtown Ithaca on 
Green Street, ac, well as Top 
Spot Promotions in Collegetown. 
Both men are previous students 
from the Ithaca area. Gary Bucci 
from LC.. and .John Peterson 
from CU both felt that during the 
70'5 Ithaca was "really an 
effervescent scene." The 
problem was that a lack of funds 
caused the major theatres in the 
area (Strand. Unicorn, and Night 
Court} to close down. This 
caused "the bottom to drop out 
of live entertainment." and Gary 
and John "want to bring it 
back." 
With enthusiasm from Gary 
and John. and the State Theater 
looking for ways of expansion. 
the two businesses (Top Spot 
Promotions and College 
Cinemas or Syracll';e - owners 
of State Theater. Ithaca Theater, 
and Triphammer Mall Cinema) 
found a mutual way of satisfying 
each other. 
Another reason Gary and John 
hooked up with the State 
Theater is to provide the public 
with a larger. more 
accomodating facility to feature 
live entertainment. "The Haunt 
1s just too crowded." said Gary 
concerning dance space and just 
basic elbow room on a saturday 
Night. Also. Cornell University as 
well as Ithaca College are too 
booked up to allow Gary and 
John to bring bands to the 
campuses. 
Gary and John "arc not ruling 
out comedians," as another 
source of entertainment to bring 
to the State Theater. They have 
already started making contacts 
concerning HBO comedians 
coming to Ithaca. Both Gary and 
.John believe that the comical 
acts combined with various 
types of live music in the State 
The,ater. will be very successful. 
It will allow "large scale 
promotions." to occur. to satisfy 
the public. and it will "fill a 
void." according to Gary. This is 
a void that developed with the 
closin!1,of medium size theaters 
...-i,,Adoin-
Keene Carsone fllld the rest of Urban Blight lit up the stage of the State Theater last Saturday night to a capaciJy 
crowd of nearly 700 screaming fans. 
(700-1500 St'.ats) in the late 70's. night, and the coming attraction Gary and John hope to book 
With the success of Saurday of Kris Kristopherson. March 9th "two shOws a month." 
Please ... take back my MTV 
By Allison Deutsch couldn't rip my eyes away from but rather from this weak evidence. So. let's take a look at Please. allow yourself the 
Well. Sit back and relax. It's 
time for another purging of my 
social-activist conscience. And 
today's rebellion is against 
MT\' -music television. 
1 have to admit that I am one 
among many Americans that 
has been sucked into watching 
MT\' during every spare minute 
of every day. My days are no 
longer my own ... they belong to 
Channel 21 on the cablebox. I 
COLLEGE 
/iJL~Uft'2~-
1· IIIY.IDOO CURUS 
Mars N~Gur.an.! -Btg Time 
2· fflEQJLT 
Lave-Sire 
3. ECHOANDTIIEBUNNYMEN 
Songs lo Lemnond Sll'l: - Sire 
4 TI!£ GOL.Dal P/llOl,:U::JS 
,,-.,,,,,. ol E,:cess- C,,llulo1d 
5. s;.:: iuo:J :>vlo!hr,:rn: 
lr'" 1:i. c.~ tuJj;:i D)na:nue-
Co!Jmhia 
6· 111£ lOl!G RYDERS 
Sla!aafOutUnlon-lsJand 
7- SIOUlSIEAND nit BANSHCES 
Cities In Dust-Gef1en 
8· 1llEC1ASII 
CuttheCrap-E's>ic 
9. lHElla>UlCE!t.EHTS 
llm-S.re 
10· TllEl!LOWMOt:KEYS 
Forbidden Fruit-RCA 
Courtesyol t/,rl;\\T'im:t'lHIT 
l;Jq;e~· oas"'1 on COlle&t>-<,><1,0 a,,pl.1)• 
the screen if I had to. Right? attempt at fulfilling my need for this week--which, in case you privilege of choking on that for a 
Recently. though. I have a Viewing Pleasure? Am I alont' in hadn't heard. is Brutalize the second. A maid's uniform? Jerry 
nagging voice in the bark of my suspecting that J.J. .Jackson Intelligent Viewer Week. Oops-- Hall, wifey·? Jerry Hall is 
mind which hints that-despite ("TripleJ")(gag)isreallymadcof I'm at it again. Evidence. adamantly. vehemently not 
the mod, radical visual artistes plastic? Am I really the lone evidence ... okay here we go... married to Mick Jagger and we 
that make these brilliant musical vigilante on an undiscovered Of course, we started off with all know it. But if she did marry 
clips--MT\' is secretly being wavelength that does not the initial hypnotism of Pleasant him would she have to wear the 
programmmed for idiots who necessarily want. desire and Valley Sunday. Does that ring a uniform? Someone. save her 
are experiencing a crucial brain nave (pant.pant) my MT\'? bell? Yes, go with that instinct from Moron Television (--get it. 
meltdown. What do you think? Sorry. I'm leaping ahead of because it really, truly wac, MT\') which she has merciless-
Am I the only one with that myself: I'm shoving my opinion 24-hours of Monkees episodes!!! ly sold herself to 
familiar sick feeling in the pit of down your unsuspecting throat can I admit. even though I cringe Ah yes," Wife in the 1-'astlant>". 
m)r stomach. not from drinkin~ • without letting you examine the as I say it and blush seeps to my I got my innial llx ol interesllng 
pudgy youthful cheeks. that I superstar gossip--or have you 
watched what must have been yet to hear that Keith Richards 
the equivalent of three season.c,· and Patti Hansen arc both sick 
worth of epiSodes during the with the flu? what do you think 
initial stint of Monkee is the true story behind that? 
TclevL<;ion? (--get it. MTV? HaHa) (Inquiring minds want to. know.) 
Once I had memorized the I also witnessed the baring or 
opening sequence ("Hey hey Britt Eckland's soul: all about 
we·re the Monkces" l: once I marriage to Slim Jim Phantom. I 
honestly believed that Davy. can rest easy now: I think that. 
Mick('). Pete. and Mike were senire with this newfound 
making a necessary JX>litiral knowledge. the bedbugs really 
statement. .. ! began my won't bite. Phew. 
deprogramming. Now that rm In addition. this week we are 
rational again. I am watching privileged enough to sec an 
MT\' with a vindictiveness I excl1L'>1ve. world-premiere 
wouldn't have believed pos.c,ible commt'rctal. Blink your eyes. 
merely one week ago. read it again. Yup. A 
It's well-founded though. This commercml. ,::;lenn !-'rye and Don 
morning I tuned in on Old Johnson co-star in the newest of 
Faithful to find none other than the famous Pepsi videos. Hey-
Jerry Hall--wearinp; a maid's did I say video? Who ever heard 
uniform-in the throei of her of a world-premiere 
special, "Wift' in tile Fastlane." see MTV page 12 
u .. s. TWEt--:TV 
,-,.l t f t"'o ~EC" \'EARSAG.O I,,,_-. . ',,.' • - • -· 
...,,_. '-'"'..: .. -~ 
1· TI:!::Wn.ES 
1· owr;:1: AllD Ff;IEl,PS "WoCanWOll<IIOul"-Capnol 
"'That'• What rr1enasAre fo<" -
Arista 2· SIMON AND GARFUNKEL 
"SoundsolSllonoc"-Columb1a 
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8· DIRE ST1IAITS 
Ep,c 
9. TI!EftO:.UNGSTUNES 
"Wa!KofU!c"-WB 
"AsTea,sGoBy"-London 
9· V.111Tlic.'"Y HOUSTOH 10 Tl:ET-&!lNES 
"H<MWWIKnolN"-Msta 
"No Ma'Jel Wn:itSMj><I (Your 
10· STEVIEWONl>-:R Stoma:h's In)" - liberty 
"Gollcme"-Tamie Copfllghr • 1966 bJ a,11ooorr1 Publ•-
---al .,,_,....,,1NRfI"ORI' a,r,onslnc. 
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Moral concerns 
in a funny film Rewarding poet 
By Sean Rooney 
In 1932, Jean Renoir made a 
powerful and popular film about 
a free spirited tramp. In 1986, 
Paul Miftursky's own version is 
now a smash hit comedy. With 
all of the more-than-usual media 
attention during recent years 
aimed towards poor street 
people, it's about time 
somebody took a risk and made 
a film about these vagabonds. 
"Down and out in Beverly 
Hills" is a film. about a "down 
and out" street bum, Jerry 
Baskin (Nick Nolte), who 
attempts to commit suicide by 
drowning himself in a ritzy 
Beverly Hills pool at the 
Whiteman's residence. Being 
more of a humanitarian than 
most people, Dave Whiteman 
(Richard Dreyfus) rescues him 
from death, buys him a new 
wardrobe, and allows him full 
use of the house until he 
reorganizes his life again. Jerry 
is especially likeable for his 
wisdom. This street-bum 
wisdom transforms the 
Whiteman family from a group 
of nervous wrecks to a kind and 
very humane family. Dave's 
son, Max, is confused about his 
sexuality and withdraws from 
the family; his daughter, Jenny, 
won't eat and is thought to be 
anorexic; his dog, Matisse, has a 
loss of appetite; his wife is a 
professional shopper whose 
entourage includes a dog 
psychiatrist. 
After Jerry has been around a 
with h' · m Mr . 
Whiteman becomes revitalized 
and stops shopping, Max wants 
to express his different type of 
sexuality, and both Jenny and 
Matisse eat. 
"Down and Out" is one of the 
more recent films that takes a 
real risk by confronting society, 
and forcing us to acknowledge : 
·1he social structure in which we i 
live. 
It confronts us in a satirical 
manner. Toe film questions how 
human the Whitemans are, or 
how they could possibly be 
human. Jerry makes us think 
about these assumptions. From 
Jerry's point of view, we see the 
inside of an upper-class, 
wealthy, bourgeois family in 
action. 
In one scene, Dave Whiteman 
is giving Jerry a tour of his coat 
hanger factory. He offers Jerry a 
high position in the business, 
where the Whiteman family 
makes their millions. Noticing 
the class difference, Jerry 
refuses the job. 
Dreyfus puts on one of his 
best performances in a while. 
his comic energy complemen· 
ting Nolie's Jerry, who is not 
bothered by the white male 
bourgeois considerations. 
AS for the perfect comedy, 
"Down and out" had the poten· 
tial to be much funnier than it 
was. For humor, it is way up in 
the rankings, but doesn't beat 
out "Beverly Hills O>p." "Down 
andbut in Beverly Hills" is play-
ing at the State Theatre this 
week. 
Jrompag(,) 
subject matter, OR the whole, 
has changed. Most of the poems 
in the prize-winning manuscript 
are centered around nature and 
the way people react with the 
natural environment, but now 
Hoey is shifting towards the joys 
and conflicts of relationships. He 
believes that his ability to 
incorporate other people and 
their voices into poetry is an 
indication of his growth and 
maturity as a writer. 
Hoey gets the ideas for his 
poems from an incident, a scrap 
of a conversation, a piece of 
language, or anything that strikes 
him as interesting. He states, 
however, that you " ... don't 
begin to have a poem until the 
experience, the idea, and the 
language can all come 
together." 
sometimes, depending on the 
work, Hoey can spend time 
thinking things over before ever 
sitting down to write. As a result, 
these poems usually tum out 
longer and more 
"philosophical." Other times, he 
may wake up at 3am and have 
the. poem there. 
Regardless of the type of 
poetry, Hoey would like to see 
how a physical move would 
affect his work. "I've lived in 
New York State all my life. Part 
of me says it's time to live 
someplace else, where the 
climate is different, where the 
people may be different, and 
where you don't have to shovel 
your way out of snowdrifts 
every year." But on one hand, 
while he would like to move, he 
enjoys teaching at I.C. 
"I'm able to teach a good 
variety of courses each 
to talk about problems, willing to 
listen, willing to share, and I like 
a lot of that sense of 
collegiality ... ," Hoey smiles. 
While Hoey's future plans are 
-IIJMrt--
/C poetry and writing professor: Alan Hoey recently won the Camden 
Poetry Award for his book length colJection of poems. 
semester, and I really like the 
people I work with. The other 
people in the Writing Program 
are extremely professional while 
at the same time they're willing 
unsure, he is looking torwarct to 
his manuscript being published 
this summer. The book will be 
titled A Fue in the Cold House 
of Being. 
ct WE HAVE A STYLE ALL OUR OWN 
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The Ithaca College 
60's in retrospect 
-br-"-• 
Qoser; ftnJshed up its last performance in the Crossroads last Monday night. Closer; a student written and 
directed play ran for four nights. 
By Brad Tucker 
The sixties saw Ithaca College 
get caught up in the political, 
racial, and social turmoil of the 
times. At first. interest in 
Vietnam was more curiosity. but 
it slowy evolved into a less 
approving attitude as more 
students were directly affected. 
Racial pressures surfaced, and 
in November of 1969. an incident 
on the campus pitted black 
against white. and Afro-Latin 
Society against President 
Dillingham. until a national 
mediator was brougjht in. And, 
as the college went throught 
three reatTeditation processes 
(Middle States Association. 
National Council for the 
Accreditation of Tearher 
Education, and the State Edur,a-
tion Department), the college 
saw major restruduring in the 
~,~1\ . 
atlSZARD'S 
DOWNTOWN ITHACA ON TH~ COMMONS 9 m. ch 6th - 5tO p. 
Thursday MMaEr RCHANo,sE 
Alb 
-
II 
'' 
areas of administration. 
curriculum. and faculty and 
student input into thr- decision 
making processis. 
There were aLc;o a numl>er of 
changes in the social climate 
,md attitudes. Although a pub 
was opened during the mid-
sixties. it wasn't until 1970 that 
alcohol was allowed elsewhere 
on campus. Alcohol was and 
still Le; not allowed at athletic 
events. Another issue of 
concern involved intervisitation 
rights. Members of the opposite 
sex were not allowed in one's 
residence hall room. Dating 
lounges were opened. and 19f:i3. 
men were allowed into the 
second noor lounges of 
women ·s residence halls during 
specific hours. Slowly, curfew 
restrictions were lifted and a 
coeducational dom1itory was 
approved. However. one trustee 
of the college resigned saying 
that he would not be a member 
of the governing board of a 
bawdy house. 
Drugs also found their way on-
to campus. Arrests for marijuana 
became common. Ithara Col-
lege approached drugs, as well 
as smoking. as health problems. 
Jr,an Houston, co-author of "lhe 
Varieties of Psychedelic 
Experience". lectured in the 
Union on February 14. 1967. lhe 
lecture promoted an 
understanding of what 
psychedelic drugs do. how they 
arc of value. and how they 
"provide the best access yet to 
the processes and contents of 
the human mind." Houston 
based the importance of LSD 
rCS<'..arch on her own work while 
recognizing the dangers of 
uncontrolled drug use. 
A committee wac; formed to 
deal with illegal drug use. In 
February 1969. the Ithacan 
published a "Statement of 
Policy and Guidelines". The 
purpose of the committee was 
to "minimize drug abuse and 
depcnclency at Ithaca College." 
Education wac; promoted over 
disciplinary action. The 
committee was to fundion as an 
educational. counseling, and 
judicial body. It offered lectures 
and diccussions. as well as 
proposing adion for second 
offenders and people who sold 
or gave drugs to others. 
While drug addiction never 
became a serious problem on 
campus, the college showed 
concern for drug abuse. The 
Ithacan had a different attitude 
toward drugs. particularly 
marijuana. In the Feb. 13, 1970 
issue. the 1macan punushed a 
full page article entitled "A Taste 
Of Alice's Restaurant." The 
article contained eight different 
recipes. covering a whole meal 
from cocktails to dessert, which 
contained marijuana. The 
recipes included a Bloody Mary 
Jane. Pore de Fois Gras, Pot of 
Mushroom Soup, Pot Roast. 
Hash Brown Potatoes. and Alice 
B. Toklas Brownies. 
·····················-: • • 
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A musical fiasco 
By Allison Deutsch 
Tuesday night, one 
sll5pense-filled option for your 
f'njoyment was the glittery 28th 
<lnnual Grammy A wards. And. 
for your reading pleasure. you 
could have looked over the 
Rolling Stone 1985 Reader's Poll. 
Why have I so effectively 
lumped these two into my 
opening paragraph? Because 
there are some drastic 
differences in the outcomes. 
which of course has led me to 
queston the objedivity in the 
use of popularity votes--as 
opposed to an appointed 
committee of reasonably 
unbiased musical types-when 
giving out an award held in such 
high esteem as the Grammys. 
This account can begin with 
the band-of-the-year awards. For 
example, at the Grammy 
awards, Pop Band was USA for 
Africa, and Rock Band was Dire 
Straits. In the Rolling Stone 
w.ader's poll, lJ2 came out ahead 
of Dire Straits. and USA for Africa 
wasn't even mentioned. Of 
course. it would have been 
naive to suspect that "We Are 
The World" wouldn't win the 
Grammy. but USA for Africa at 
the Grarnmy·s was named. 
instead.as jll5t Michael Jackson 
and Lionel Richie. I thought that 
was relatively degrading to the 
whole concept. 
Album of the year was · 
awarded to Phil Collins at the 
Grammy's for "No Jacket 
Required"~ In the Reader's Poll. 
Phil was blown away by Dire 
Straits' "Brother in Arms". and 
"Dream of the Blue Turtles" by 
Sting. 
Single of the year was none 
other than "We Are The World". 
All right, I liked that song and I 
memorized it and I could name 
every singer. But was it really 
much better than either "Money 
for Nothing" or" Sun CitY"? The 
Reader's Poll had Dire Straits up 
at number one, with 52.7% of the 
votes. 
The Reader's Poll New Artist 
category was securely 
dominated by Whitney Holl5ton 
and Julian Lennon .. Of course. I 
can't compare Whitney to the 
winner of the Grammy, because 
your 
home or 
she w~·t eligible for 
nomination. So.her Rolling Stone 
runner-up was Aimee Mann of 
'TII Tuesday. Toe Grammy went 
to Sade-who wasn't even 
mentioned in the Reader's Poll. 
And, Aimee Mann wasn't 
nominated for a Grammy. 
The Grammy for Pop Male_ 
Vocalist went to Phil Collins; the 
Rock Male went to Don Henley. 
In Rolling Stone, Bruce 
Springsteen and Sting beat Phil 
out, and Bono and Paul Young 
came way before Don Henley. 
Whitney Holl5ton won over 
the Grammy Female Pop 
Vocalist. On the Reader's Poll, 
she recieved only 7.5% of the 
votes--in order: Tina Turner, 
Madonna, Annie Lennox, and 
Sade were before her. However, 
Tina Turner did win the Grammy 
for Rock Female Vocalist...but 
one coincidence out of all of 
these is very slight. 
For the Best Comedy Album, 
Whoopi Goldberg won the 
Granuny. She wasn't mentioned 
in Rolling Stone, though ... Billy 
Crystal came out ahead there. 
Okay, so what is my point? 
With all these differences, it is 
obvioll5 that a popularity vote 
can be based on many things ... 
But none of them seem to be 
musical talent. lyrical content. 
album sales, integrity, or any 
other rationale criteria one might 
susped. What is it based on? 
With regard to the Grammy 
A wards, one opinion (I suppose 
it's my own) would be to 
venture that it is a matter of who 
is friends with whom. and who 
has had a particularily profitable 
year--buddy-wise. 
Take, for example, the cited 
recognition of Starship (once 
known as Jefferson Airplane). 
They were acclaimed for their 
20th year of rock stardom and 
success. And, I suppose, for 
finally selling out with "we Built 
This City". can it actually be 
maintained that a group without 
any of its original members left, 
without even the legal right to its 
original name, and mostly 
without its original originality. 
has completed twenty years of 
success? Hm ... there·s food for 
thought. 
And here is some 
more .. .Starst)jp's first concert, 20 
years ago, was mentioned just 
prioir to their lip sync at the 
Grammy's. What wasn't 
mentioned? The fad that their 
first show was perfonned as an 
opening ad for the Grateful 
Dead. 
Now, I'm not a Dead Head. I'm 
not a follower, and I'm not a fan. 
I can barely mention the names 
of even two Grateful Dead 
songs. But I realize the 
ridiculously unjust treatment of 
the Grateful Dead because they 
refuse to sell out to 
pop-stardom. 
This year is The Grateful 
Dead's 20th anniversary. The 
Dead is a band that remains in 
tact, with the same name, and 
with the same originality. For 
nineteen Olli of their twenty 
years together . they have 
toured the United States; every 
year, they are in the top concert 
grosses. And yet; they are 
blatantly and noticeably ignored 
by every form of popular media, 
and denied the recognition that 
they certainly deserve. They are 
a major musical attraction across 
the C(!Untry, and even though 
they aren't my favorite. I'd 
choose them any day if I had to 
recongnize someone, in pas.sing. 
for 20 years of success. 
!--.:Specially in comparison to 
Starship. Because if you're going 
to base recognition on even a . 
most basic element--such as 
integrity--The Grateful Dead 
should get at least a little credit. 
After the initial shock of the 
praising of our sacred Starship, 
the board of Grammaphones (ha 
ha) gave the Life-Time 
Acheivement Grammy to The 
Rolling Stones. That was an 
honest relief in the special award 
category, given to a band that 
has been together for 24 years. 
The special awards category 
is judged by a real committee. 
that puts in some time and 
rnsearch, and some thought--a 
committee that makes a sincere 
attempt at an unbiased 
judgement. Good for them. 
Maybe they'll stage a take-over 
and the (,rammy's won't be 
awarded on a known incon-
sistency (the popularity vote) for 
the 29th annual awards. 
office party 
birthdays or weddings 
decorate with balloons 
PYRAMID 
MALL 
Howland'• Entrance 
A single bouquet 
or a roomful - call us 
for all your balloon needs 
257-7966 
Benetton Center Ithaca 
Presents 
Spring Break '86 
Open 
Thurs.& Fri. until 9pm 
Sundays noon-Spm 
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More about MTV 
from page 9 
commercial? Do you suppose 
that MTV exec.s think we are so 
inane. so stupid, such driveling. 
star-mongers that we would. or 
could. rnre to be among the 
lucky group to first catch a Pepsi 
commercial? 
I can't condone this. I'm 
offended. Ha ha. The jokes on 
me. isn't it? 
I'm only going to mention the 
Slammies in passing. A wards 
commemorating the inevitable 
and fulfilling union between rock 
and wrestling. When do I get an 
award for any inevitable and 
fulfilling union I may have had? 
Ha ha. That's really a joke on 
me. 
My money is supporting the 
degradation of my mind. 
Look. with the laser power of 
my wmote control. I can tum off 
my MTV. And with freedom of 
press and speech I can tell you 
that I no longer want my MTV. 
But will I ever have rhe courage 
10 officially switch off the guts of 
my cablevision? Does such 
bravery and finality exist in the 
United States? 
Can I find satisfaction without 
actually looking at music? MTV. 
I think I get it. 
:Whitney leads IC 
from page 16 
putting in easy shots after 
breaking the Saxons press. 
Towards the end of the first half 
Alfred broke open the tight 
game and had a 42-33 
advantage ar halftime. 
Alfred continued its 10 point 
lead through much of Jhe first 10 
minutes of the second half. 
Down 58-47, the Bombers began 
to fight back and came within 
four points. 64-60. with seven 
minutes remaining. The 
Bombers couldn't get any 
closer. 
Alvin Whitney had an 
excellent game both inside and 
outside to lead the Bombers 
. -
with 19 points. Vye put in 14, 
while C.Omish and Moyer added 
11 and IO respectively. With Vito 
Federici playing injured, Coach 
Tom Baker made excellent 
coaching maneuvers while 
shuffling in Crocker and 
Friedman to make sure each 
was rested. "I was very pleased 
with them," said Baker. 
"Crocker and Friedman both did 
a good job at point. I thought he 
grew with the game as it went 
along." 
The Bombers will be seeded 
third in the eight-team ECAC 
tournament. 
Apartments and Houses , 
Now Showing for· Next School Year 
We have one thru five bedrooms 
'!Apartments and Houses THAT Jf 
',ARE FURNISHED near J.C. 
and Downtown rA 
Call \61 
Carey -Property Ma_nageme.nt 
Jor more details at 273-1669 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD TRII>, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
FOR BOTH OF YOU. . 
AIRYGlnARY 
116 N. CAYUGA STREET (Inside the Clinton House) 
273-2221 
Get in Shape 1::'h :ic:t 
1st Treatment FREE (no oblig,ation) 
lntroducin8 a unique new 
concept in fiBure control! 
Exercise with eose1 
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Unique Motorized Equipment 
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1,,.,,,,•1111),.,,\ ,•,,!1,,!,,1,,1 
Slender 
You 
Figure Salon 
Clinton West Plaza 
Ithaca, N. Y. /4850 273-4084 
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Drug problem won't go away Cornell 
f r,rim page 14 
By Mike Murphy 
1 he recent announcement 
1ha1 New York Giant linebacker 
Lawrence Taylor is allegedly 
seeking treatment in a drug 
rehabilitation center L<; the latest 
in a long list of drug-related 
problems racking thf' 
professional <;()Orts world. 
The New England Patriot!> 
\1Cr<' shocked by the recent 
dismvery that star wide receiver 
Irving Fryar. defensive lineman 
Kenneth Sims. running bark 
Tony Collins. and defensive 
back Raymond Claiborne were 
all mvolved with cocaine prior to 
rhc Pats' embarassing defeat to 
the Chic.ago Bears in the Su1x·r 
Bowl. 
This past summer. the Curtis 
Strong drug trials. which 
implicated some of major league 
baseball's biggest stars. 
' including Keith Hernandez and 
Dave Parker. as cocaine users. 
This trial brought an onslaught of 
confessions from players and 
brought this problem to the 
:) media forefront. 
1
· Of course baseball is nor the 
J only sport with a drug problem. 
world Boxing Association 
, heavyweight champion Tim 
Witherspoon is rnrrently on one-
~ year probation for his use of 
I. marijuana before his Jan. 17 title '.: fight with Tony Tubbs. In basketball. Michael Ray Richardson has already been through rehabilitation three timrs 
':f and former player John Lucas 
~ has let drug use bounce him our 
·~ of the NBA. Many fans forger 
,t that Knick forwa~d Bernard 
) King's career was in jeopardy 
l long before his injury last 
·, season. due to a series of 
' <!rug-related incidents. 
l 
'! The future sports picture may 
,, not be as bleak. provided certain 
·I measures arr to takf' nlar<'. 
~ ~tajor l .. e~uc Ba~chall 
\ rnrnmis!->1011r.1 l'ett'r l.Jllt'noth 
:' la<;t year had proposed a drug 
~ testing program to try and i provide help for athletes. The 
tt'sting < alls tor r,mdom. 
unannounced dnig tests wuh th(' 
W!>Ults of this test to h<' kept 
confidential. This program L<, 
rnrrently being us('d in tlw 
minor leagues. 
Thl<; plan ha<; been under firC' 
from the Major Leaguc Plarcrs 
:\ssociation. howcv<·r, 
l'.xccutiw Director Don F<'hr 
believes mandatory 1esting L<, a 
violation of playcr nvil rights. 
Cleveland Indians play<'r 
representative Breu Baller say!>. 
"I don't agree wilh it. If 1cs1s 
were 100 percent accurate. I'd 
probably be for 1hcm. bu1 thb 
rnunuy is hui11 on 1hc prcmise-
vou·rc innocent until proven 
guil1y." 
The problem. ltw Assorialion 
believes. lies with the accuracy 
of the drug tcs1s itself. :\rrnrding 
to Dr. Hoben \'oy, chid medical 
officer and director of sports 
medicine sciences a1 thf• ll.S. 
Olympic Commi1tcf'. says the 
big bll<;incss of drug testing 
rnuld mean a sacrifice in 111<' 
overall quality of test in some 
facilities. This sacrifice in 11nw. 
money, and equipment could 
lead to inaccuracies in the tests. 
which could have a disa_<;1rous 
effect on an athlete's career. 
"Where !X".Ople get into trouble 
in till<; business L<; what happens 
c1fter they pass 1he urine (tf'SI). 
Are they testNI fairly amt 
beyond reproach'? That'!> thC' 
higgest L'>sue now." \'oy says. 
Despite protests from the 
player'!> .issocialion. many 
haseball orgarnzation!> aw 
dealing with the prot>lem 
themsdve" T1•ah1s such ,b thC' 
Seattlt' "-lcll lllt'f'- I,.:\'(' begun 
rnnfide1111t1i drug tt·sting and 
insists on drug testing clauses 
for all rn·w player rnntracts. 
Thus far. no player h,L<; yet to 
rdLL<;t' th<· rlaLL<,e within his 
rnn1ract. 
l't·rhaps this is the answer to 
the drug problem in baseball. 
Each team has a confidential 
physician or consultant to help 
combat the drug problem of it!> 
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The Brand 
Name You 
Can Trust 
HOLLY'S 
SURPLUS 
A. Next to U-H•ul A 
e347 Elmira Rd., llhaca .....,. 
272-9722 
"GENIIWE GIIS OIJll fOIIIC-
,llhlt·te'.-.. rhis "incent1,·t·" 10 
play w1t11out tlw LN' of drug.<,, 
from the front oflin·. rnmhint'fl 
wllh nt·ccs!>ity to win from 
tt·ammatc!>. mc1y help 1n 11w 
t'limina11on of tlw <!rug probl<·m. 
"The· Hoyals organiu11ion amt 
players are willing to <lo anything 
to solw tlw problem." says 
Kansa.<, Cily Hoyal pitcher Joe 
Beckwith. ":\.<, long a_<; the union 
dear!> it. I don't think thew L'> any 
test our players would obJf'Ct lo 
ldklrlg," 
In the long run. players will 
l1cnef11 from some kind of 
r,m(lom testing formula. The 
sooner a player 1s able 10 reach 
a rehab center. the better off the 
player will be. not jLL5t in spons. 
but 1n t·vt"l)'<lay lift'. 
Hd1<1l)lli1ation mc1y 1101 lw 
1wrft·ct. such ,b th<· Cd.st' of 
former Los ,\ngei('S Dodgc·r an<! 
now Twin pitcher Steve How<·. 
who has been in and out of 
rt'l1abilita1ion three umcs. But for 
<'very llowc. then• is <1 
su<Tcssful cac;e such as St. 
Louis Cardinal ca1chrr Darwll 
Porter. who batlled bark from 
alcohol and drug adchction to 
salvage· his career. 
The only other recourse 1s 
b,m1shm<'nt from the game 
al1oge1hf'r. Thb Le; a punl<;hmcn1 
which th<' player nor the fans 
want. But if the Players 
,\ssorialion has us way. thL<; 
may be tlw only an!>wcr. 
,m· 10-2 on Ill<' roac1 ltlL', !><'<l',()n-
·Wa!> ll)'lllg 10 cl\'Old their 
hornc-1('<' clisach·,1111ai.w m the 
playoffs. 
llc·ad Coch Lou lkycroft 
mile'<! tilt· garn(' "hL'- toughest 
loss at Cornell." The H<·<I wa<; 
simply out-hLL<;llc·d. out-smartC'<l 
and out-played hy .i tt·,1m whi('h 
II had beaten (·arli<·r 111 the 
sc,t<;()n on two O<T,L<;ions. 
Comell !>('Ofcd th(' only ~lOal of 
th<' 11rst period as lcfl \\·1ng Daw 
Shippd took a fin<' n·ntering 
pa<;.<; from \1ark Canduro and 
1uckecl ii l>ehind Yalt· goalw Mik<· 
Schwall>. But the Eli n<'tminder 
woulcl lal(•r roh Sluppcl on two 
!>t·1mratc llwakawav!> to gain 
wvenge. 
Panariello 
Canduro added hL'> own goal 
in 111<' secoml stanz<1. But taking 
advantage of a dISorganizcd 
Corrwll dC'f<'llSt' and Dav<' 
Croml>c('rl's hot-headed 
misconduci penalty, Yal(' tallied 
three times in the penoct 10 take 
a ]-2 lead. 
from page 15 
the lxxly."Therc were days." 
says l'anariello, "when I'd be 
walking into clas.st,'S about ready 
to pac;s out." 
So why does a guy pal himself 
through that kind of torment. 
only to face an opponent who 
wants to twist him into a prelzr:I? 
"Because of the discipline. 
Because a lot of my teammates 
were doing the same thing. We 
all went through it together and 
when you make the kind of 
sacrifices that wrestlers have to 
make. when it's all over, you 
really feel you·ve accomplished 
something. We've established a 
kine! of fnendship, a kind of a 
bond that I don't ever think will 
be broken." 
Bob Panariello Honor Roll 
High School (80·71 
--Free-Style All-:\merican 
--Greco-Roman All-American 
--Junior National Team 
College (95-10) 
--Two umr All-American 
--Two time ICAC Champion 
--Two lime Ithaca Invitational 
Champion 
--Two time Cornell 1nvita1ional 
Champion 
--Two time BIT lnvilational 
Champion 
--Three tinw ,\II-State 
Ocfcnscman And\· Craig 1i<'fl 
11w game by wris1ir1g home a 
loose puck m the slot fiv<' 
minutes into th<' third. And then 
1camma1e Joey Nieuwnedyk 
notched hl<; team-leading 18th 
jgoal of the se,,tc;on 10 put the Hed 
in front with 10:53 left to play. 
Yale then 1iNI 1hc game 
minutes later. and sent the 
contest into sudden-death over-
time. Tlus set thf' s1age for Eli 
center Darren Acheson 10 
comple1<' his ha1 trick ancl win 
the gamt· only 2:17 into extended 
play. 
Trivia answers 
The tollowing night. when 
Corrwll spottC'd the· Brown 
Bruins an early two-goal lead. 
thC' Lynah fans wew not only 
puzzl<'d but somewhat scared. 
Tht' Big Hed. however. e,t<;t:d 
their pain with fiV<' un-answered 
goals. am! went on to rnmplcte 
a 10-:J rmt<;sac-rc. 
from page 14 
II I.OU Bro<'K. Curl Flood. cllltl 
HogC'r \larL<; 
21 Billy Cmoll 
31 Will Ch,11nl>crlam. Elgin 
Baylor. and Jerry \\'t•st 
41 Elvin llay1·s an<! \lllch 
Ku pelt,;,, 
s1 \\ a} n< Gretzky tincluding 
lhis \'('cl[ would makt· II hi 
(ii Ccmnon.idt· 
7) Bob l't'ttit of tilt' St. I.OlllS 
I tawks. :i llllH'!> 
8) 1941-11)42 
91 Hollie Fingc·rs 
Althmigh it w,L<; the regular 
sea._,;on home farewell for seven 
Cornell seniors. i1 was a 
freshman. Chris Grenier, who 
stole the show The first-year 
1 ,·nwr who had ren·ntly come 
ott tr1t· injure•(! list. rnllened Ill<; 
first hat trick 111 a Big Hed 
uniform. 
FOR A CHANCE OF PACE. COME TO US Easy Cash Money "We're in rhe greenback's" 
~ Between Gnomon CopJ 
~I ................ 
Want to make loads of 
easy money? Recruit for 
Flagstalk Survival Game . 
Need lots of 
.5N.!S1iKS9 enthusiasm but little time. 
HAIRSTYLING l~El' v,s,,· Mo11...cord 
405 Eddy Street, Collesetown 1 
To apply c,111 BEAR at 
798-8188. 
Open Ttiuncby ewnJnss l7)-1220 
============================= Fall Housing Available 
l.2,3, & 4 Bedroom Apts. 
N. Tioga & E. Seneca St. 
Close to Commons & Bus Stop 
Wood Floors, Balconies, Intercom 
System, & Laundry Facilities Available 
Call 257-7257 
============================ 
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Comell comer: 
Big Red hoops take over Ivy League lead 
By David A. R_askln 
There isn't a player on the 
COmell men's basketball roster 
who was alive when the school 
last won an )vy League 
champienship. In fact, head 
coach Tom Miller was only six 
when the Red took the honor in 
1954. 
But last Saturday night, after 
crushing Harvard 71-3.5 at Barton 
Hall, and then hearing Penn top 
Brown 95-89, Cornell found 
themselves atop the league with 
only two games remaining. 
The Red's 9-3 Ivy record 
places them a game ahead of 
8-4 Brown. Penn holds off the 
pace at 6-5. 
Although Penn has a remote 
chance at gaining a tie, in all 
probability, 1986 will mark the 
first year since 1968 that the Ivies 
will sen& a school other than 
Penn or Princeton to the NCM 
Division I National Champion-
ship Tournament. Ironically, it 
will be those two squads who fill 
out the Red's schedule, and 
form the final step for COmell. 
Brown will also be on the road, 
but to face Ivy cellar-dwellers 
Dartmouth and Harvard. In the 
event of a first-place tie, the top 
school will tip-off in a playoff 
game on a neutral court. 
The Red topped Dartmouth 
last Friday night 48-44. That was 
expected. But unexpected was 
the strong return of sophomore 
center Greg Gilda, who was 
sidelineq for six games while 
battling mononucleosis. 
The 6'8" Belingham, Wash. 
native was listed only as 
"probable" for the contest, and 
was supposed to ease ~is way 
Trivia flashbacks 
By Glenn Gable 
I) Who were the starting 
outfielders for the 1968 St. Louis 
cardinals? 
5) Who holds the N.H.L. record 
with most seasons leading the 
league in scoring? 
6) What horse won the IOOth 
Kentucky Derby in 1975? 
back into playing form. But Gilda 
poured in a team-high 12 points 
and grabbed a career high eight 
rebounds, while playing only 21 
minutes. 
The Big Green did a good job 
in holding the Ivy League's 
leading scorer John Bajusz to 
only nine points, but the junior 
guard, who was coming off 
Co- Player-of-the-Week honors, 
came back with a game high 16 
against Harvard. 
Senior forward Len Palmer 
matched his career high of 14 
against the Crimson in a fitting 
end to his Barton Hall career. 
Drew Martin also turned in a fine 
effort as the club's only other 
graduating starter. The season-
high aowd of 5,000 gave all the 
seniors a special salute after the 
game. 
Both Penn and Princeton, 
reduced to the role of spoilers 
this year, would like nothing 
better then to do j!ISt that and 
upset COmell this weekend. The 
Red is not accustomed to 
playing the role of the first place 
target, but they will undoubted-
ly have no trouble in getting up 
for. these two games. 
If the Red can maintain its 
tough defensive ways, and take 
one game at a time (meaning 
Penn and Prinf"f'lnn hefore Duke 
and North Carolina). it should 
bring home the school's first Ivy 
League title in 31 years. 
Cornell Hockey 
After last Friday night, Lynah 
Hockey Rink, traditionally 
thought of by Cornell's 
opponents as the ECAC's 
toughest arena to win in, 
became a lot less intimidating. 
The Big Red's loss to the Eli of 
Yale marked the clubs fourth 
consecutive winless effort at 
home. Rut the following night, as 
if to warn wide-eyed teams 
looking to cake-walk through 
Lynah in the ECAC playoffs, 
which start in two weeks, the 
Red crushed Brown 10-3, while 
its home-town fans breathed a 
sigh of relief. 
Although Cornell has now 
remembered how to win on 
East Hill, they will not know 
where and who they are playing 
in the first . round until the 
conclusion of this weekend's 
season finale at Vermont and 
RPI. 
After last week's action, the 
Big Red held, in fourth place, the 
final home ice playoff spot at 
11-6-2. Clarkson's 10-6-3 record is 
close behind. The Golden 
Knights will also be on the road 
this weekend, at Darrmouth and 
league-leading Harvard. 
Yale took a firm hold on 
second place at 14-6, but COmell 
has a chance to catch RPI in 
third. Last year's national 
champs lost twice last wrek and 
dropped to 12-6-1. The Engineers· 
contest with Colgate tomorrow 
night could set up a showdown 
with the Red Saturday in Troy. 
Filling out the eight-team 
ECAC playoff field will be 
Vermont, Colgate and St. 
Lawrence, not necessarily in 
that order. The first round offers 
a two-game mini-series to be 
played ai e.irh of the top four's 
home rinks. The familiar format 
of one playing t>ight. two playing 
seven,etc. is used to determine 
the match-ups. 
The second and final round 
will follow a week later on March 
14 and IS in Boston Garden. The 
four winning schools will clash 
to aown the ECAC champion, 
with the two finalists gaining 
berths in the NCAA Division I 
National Championship 
Tournament. 
After the Yale game, the 
"Lynah Faithful" might have 
wondered if their Big Red-who 
see Comell page JJ 
2) Who has played in the last 
5 Stanley Cup finals? 
3) Whose uniform numbers 
have been retired by the Los 
Angeles Lakers? 
7) Who has won the N.B.A. All· 
Star M.V.P. the most times? Indoor track on road 
4) Who were the starting 
forwards for the 1978-79 
Washington Bul~ets? 
8) When was the last time the 
New York Rangers won a divi-
sion title? 
9) Who won the 1981 M.V.P. in 
the American League? 
see Answers page 13 
Every Thursday 1s 
from page 16 
ECAC Regionals in a time of 7.5 
seconds. 
Lewis also finished second at 
26.7 seconds in the 200 meters 
to solidify her ECAC qualifying 
LipSync Night 
(Celebrity Imitation) 
Every LipSync nig;:n-
Come to the Forty any we will be featuring 
Thursday starting 
February 27 and do Solid Gold Oldies 
your celebrity 1m1tat1on S2.00 cover 
Or get your friends * * * CASH BAR* * * 
time. 
Both teams will be in 
Rochester this weekend for 
meets. The men will participate 
in the Rochester Invitational at 
the University of Rochester 
while the women will participate 
in the St. John Fisher Invitational. 
GET A TAN 
IN 
ITHACA 
Featuring the 
Newest in European 
UVA Suntan Beds 
together and do a group SPECIALS: 
act You'll have lots of Alabama Slammers-S 1.00 
fun and have a chance Kamakazis - S 1.00 
to win our weekly cash Draft Beer Specials 
prrzeJ And 1f you win & Soft Drink Specials 
you get a chance at our 
Not the old.fashioned 
BOOTHS but a new way 
to safeiy tan without 
burning or peeling. 
CALL NOW 
272-5598 
Grand Prize award Aprrl Doors open 8:30pm 
17th You must be 18 V, 
years old to enter ~ 
contest Contestant~ The 
must sign up by 
IOOOpm to be included ' North Forty 
1n that night's contest ~=_r::-=--... 1642 East Shore Drive 
Ring 273-25FORTY 
M-F8-11Sat.10-1, Sun. Dy •ppt. 
Febr~~ary 27, 1986 
Swimmers victor-ious, 
championship tonight 
By Mike Murphy 
Four tong years of muscle -
wearying practice, four long 
years of perseverance and 
sweat, and worst of all, four long 
years of thinking what might 
have been. fmally paid off for the 
Ithaca COiiege men's swimming 
team. 
The Bombers defeated rival 
Alfred, 76-36, last Tuesday to 
propel their way to a 10-1 regular 
season record. 
John van Cott led the 
Bombers as he played a part in 
three Bomber wins. Van Cott 
was victorious in the 200-yard 
freestyle (1:47.11, the 100-yard 
freestyle (48.ISl, and was part of 
the winning 400-yard free relay. 
Joining Van Cott in the 
indiVidual winners circle were 
Chris Martin in the 1000-yard 
freestyle (10:30.31. and the 
500-yard freestyle (4:59.42). 
Todd Stevens in the so-yard 
freestyle (21.74). Joe Karney in 
the 20(>-yard butterfly (2:00.27). 
and Rob D' Alessandro in the 
200-yard backstroke (2:03.66). 
Clayton York captured both the 
one-meter and thret>-meter 
diving competitions. 
The Bombers were also 
victorious in the ,«JO-medley 
relay (3:37.31 with D'i\lessandro. 
Karney, Andy Hersam, and 
Bryan Rice swimming for Ithaca 
and the 400-yard free relay 
(3:13.0ll with \'an C'.ott. Stevens. 
Rice, ancl Brian Bennet 
swimming. 
The team travel, tonight to 
Troy, New York for the UNYSSA 
championship at RPI at 7:00pm. 
The meet will continue 
tomorrow at the same time. 
Championships 
' from page 16 
captured second with Kris 
Eicholtz not far behind in fifth. 
while Coleman got third in the 
100-yard individual medley and 
fifth in the 100-yard freestyle. 
Stapp and Kisner finshed third 
and fourth in the 200-yard 
, breaststroke. 
The Lady Bombers are 
looking forward to an exciting 
meet at the NCAA Division Ill 
Swimming and Diving 
championships at canton. Ohio 
March 13-15. Coach MillPr is 
looking for a top five finish 1or 
her talented squad. 
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''WE STYLE YOU SMILE'' 
Unisex Hairstyling 
Walk-Ins Welcome 
Center Ithaca 
on the Mezzanine 
The Commons 
Stylists 
·Tony Pesco 
• carrnen Amoroso 
•sue Varga 
AVRAMIS APARTMENTS 
South Hill Location 
2-6 Bedrooms 
Available 
Heat Included 
272-3389 OR 
Carpeted 
Furnished 
272-0307 
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P-ain can't stop Panariello 
By Jim Connors 
It was about a year ago at this 
time that I.C. wrestler 
extraordinaire Bob Panariello 
was a bitter man. Bitter tx..-cause 
JUSI ten seconds into a match 
with SUNY-Albany·s Shawn 
Sheldon, the two fell to the mat 
in such a fashion that the full use 
of his right shoulder might be 
forever in doubt. Forget the 
possible termination of an 
outstanding collegiate wrestling 
career; the concern. they said, 
was would this guy one day be 
able to toss a ball to his son? 
. ' 
.1, ~ • ; .' • ' ., ··: 
·,' I •• ,'\, ,f ,; 
~>:J·'.~~~\~:\ \it~,,r~ 
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._ .......... ·-
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Today, it is very probable that 
Panariello will be able to toss a 
hall to his future kids. In fact, 
having had "modified bristow" 
surgery-surgery to cut out bone 
in the soulder and replare it with 
a pin-it is thought Bobby may be 
able to use the one remaining 
year of eligibility he has left to 
wrestle. 
wrestling. It's been 
Panariello's life since he was in 
the first grade. It was his life for 
four years at Bay Shore High 
School on Long Island. And as 
anyone who knows him at LC. 
can tell, it's been his life here as 
well. Even after the injury. 
- .,, """11111:0NgOr 
Wdghing in at 118, IC Wrestler; Bob Panerid/D has adzieved AU-
American twice and AO Stale three times. 
"Ithaca College has been 
more than I ever expected it 
would be,,,. says Panariello with 
a slightly mischievoll'i grin. "The 
team. campll'i, the social life .. .l'd 
love to be able to come back 
next year if I can." 
Panariello is a senior physical 
education major. He's set to 
graduate in May. and has no 
immediate job prospects. He 
says coming back as a graduate 
tudent, possibly working as a 
T.A. and wrestling would more 
than suit him. 
About the shoulder."lf I build 
it up right," says &bob, "the 
doctors tell me I could come 
back at about eighty-five 
percent. I might have a little less 
rotation than normal, but it 
shouldn't affect my wrestling." 
With that in mind, Panariello has 
left no time in his preparatiOn for 
next year. says Bobby: "If I 
have some free time, I figure 
using it to work out will help me 
come back at a level that much 
higher than if I waited and just 
sat around-" 
Even when he was at full 
strength, Panariello was never 
one to sit around_ That includes 
the off-season_ He figures he 
wrestled over fifty matches each 
summer that he's been in 
college. sounds like burnout 
would have gotten him if the 
injury hadn't. 
Just Arrived 
Bundeswehr _ . _ - - . - - . - - - - - .. - - - . - , · · .S6.99 
New Tux Shirts .. - . - ... - ... - . - - - ·. · .$22.00 
Cotton Cargo Pants - .. - ..... - . · - · . · · $10.99 
Blue & White Sailor Tops- .. - .. - - - - . . $10.99 
Swedish Cotton Shirts .. - ...... - - - . · · .$5.00 
Rhinestone Jewelry - - ........ - -$4.00-$20.00 
103 Dryden Rd., Collegetown 
273-8200 
,,. Burnout only becomes a 
factor for me if I have to keep 
cutting weight. That's why when 
I wrestle over the summer, I'll 
move up a weight class (to 
roughly 130 pounds)." 
Panariello's wrestling weight at 
t.C. has been us. Getting down 
to that weight has enabled him 
to sympathize with teammates 
Paul Schumann, Glenn cogswell 
and Pete Mankowich, who 
routinely have to drop any·whcre 
from IS to 25 pounds. 
"ll's no fun eating one 
grapefruit or one salad per day 
the week of a match." And that 
says nothing of the day before 
weigh-ins when it is oorrunon to 
eat and drink absolutely nothing, 
the purpose being to dehydrate 
see Panarriello page 13 
SINGING TELEGRAMS 
wild, willy, warm & wonderful 
Great for all occasions! 
273-4175 
Help Wanted 
Earn $30-50 per 
day, · working 1-2 
days per week 
assisting students 
applying for credit 
cards. Call 
1-800-93~0528. 
; ! ::,· P133a Ii li ·~::~~·i;ji 212-1soo Ii ~~DE!" 
Jl'We Deliver the Good Times!" I· [Rt~TAJ]RANI] Ji WING~! Pudgie's Siyle i Chinese Ametitari Food 
.:,{ I *hot *medium *blue cheese I I 18 W. S1a1e Street 
1i lvou ring, we bring M5 -Ft 54pm I 272-135.0 ;-. '- d 1 · b . . a . pm t 
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Kisner leads IC to 
state meet victory 
By James Finn 
The state meet was just as 
colorful as the dual meet season 
for the Lady Bomber Swimming 
and Diving team, as they 
captured first place over the 
University of Rochester and 
William Smith this past 
weekend. 
The Bombers combined their 
talent and some terrific 
performances to secure the win 
and managed to set some 
records along the way. 
Ithaca's Kelly Kisner was 
honored as the meet's high 
point swimmer as she swam to 
win: in the the 200-yard medley 
relay, so-yard breaststroke, 
100-yard breaststroke. and 
100-yard individual medley, as 
well as a second place finish in 
the 400-yard freestyle relay, 
third in the 200-yard individual 
medley and fourth in the 
200-yard breaststroke. 
And as if that wasn't enough. 
Bomber captain Beth Donovan 
captured high point diving 
honors by placing first on both 
the one and three-meter boards. 
In the first event of the meet, 
the 200-yard medley relay team 
of Maureen ~ello, Kisner, Kim 
Hale, and Kirsten COieman 
cruised to victory in a new state 
and pool record time of 1:52.93, 
which also bettered their 
national qualifying time by 
nearly two seconds. Costello's 
lead-off backstroke split of :2822 
was also a new state, pool, and 
school record. 
Next. Barbara Radef claimed 
top spot in the 500-yard 
freestyle, bettering her national 
qualifying time and school 
record. and also setting a new 
state best of 5:14.29. 
Other first day finalists for the 
Lady Bombers were COstello 
with a fifth place finish in the 
200-yard backstroke. Kisner's 
win in the so-yard breaststroke 
in a state and pool record time 
of :32.00, her third place 
200-yarct individual medley, a 
third for the BOO-yard freestyle 
relay of Radef, Coleman. Kristin 
Mattucci, and Kristen Eicholtz, 
and a one. two, five, and six 
finish for Bomber divers 
Donovan. Liza Soutler. Janice 
. Colvin, and Marybeth Harvey, 
on the one-meter board. 
Winning ways continued 
on the second day of competi-
tion with the 200-yard freestyle 
relay team of Nancy Stapp, 
Karen Kouhi, sue Karney, and 
COieman grabbing third place. 
Coleman also posted her fastest 
time of the season in the so-yard 
freestyle (:25.79) which was 
good for another third place. 
Costello came in second in the 
100-yard backstroke with her 
preliminary time of 1:03.1, 
qualifying her for NCAA Division 
lll Nationals. and Mattucci 
grabbed a fourth for Ithaca in the 
so-yard butterfly. 
Rounding out the day. Kisner 
touched first in the 100-yard 
breaststroke (1:10.28) in pool 
record time and bettering her 
national qualifying time, with 
teammate Stapp not far behind 
in third place. Ithaca 's 400-yard 
medley relay team finished with 
a third plare. 
on the final day the Bombers 
capped their victory with wins in 
three-meter diving (Donovan). 
the so-yard backstroke 
(Costello). and the 100-yard 
individual medley (Kisner). Also, 
in the 16.50-yard freestyle Radef 
see Championships page. 
IC seeded third 
for ECAC to_urney 
By Dan Branch 
The Bombers entered the 
week With high hopes of two 
victories and a bid to the NCAA. 
but instead they lost two tough 
games against the top ranked 
teams of Hartwick College and 
Alfred University. 
Now. inStead of the NCAA's, 
the Bombers. who finished with 
a 9-3 record in the ICAC and 17-8 
over all, got a bid to play in the 
ECAC tournament against 
Fredonia State on 5aturday night 
at 8:00pm in the Ben Light Gym. 
The Bombers traveled to 
Oneonta to take on the Warriors 
of Hartwick college. who had a 
very respectable record of 18-4. 
The Warriors jumped out to an 
early lead and took a 29-22 
actvantage Into the lockerroom 
at halftime. 
The BOmbers could never 
overtake the more powerful 
Hartwick squad and the 
Bombers winning streak ended 
at six by losing to the Warriors 
70-60. 
on saturday night. the 
Bombers went to Mclane 
center in Alfred to take on the 
saxons of Alfred University. The 
Bombers were looking for a win 
that would force a tie between 
the two teams and a playoff to 
determine the ICAC champion. 
Backed by a boisterous aowd 
of 60-70 students who made the 
trip from Ithaca, the Bombers 
fought hard but came up on the 
short end of a 78-72 final. The 
game's Intensity heated up early 
when Alfred's 6-5 sophomore 
forward Chris T1ghe verbally 
assaulted Andy vye. The 
assaults continued until the 
referees forced T1ghe to stop. 
The Bombers stayed with 
Alfred In the fll'St five minutes, 
sn W1dtnq page 11 
"'-bf"""~ 
Chris LoPresto, Chris Ledyard @d Paul Schumnuu, {left to right} are cornpet/l'lg in the NCAA champion-
ships iJi Trenton, NJ this weekend. 
Patience pays off for matmen 
By Jim Connors 
They haven't exactly racked 
up the award for most headlines 
on the Ithacan Sports pages, but 
the lack of attention never 
stopped them. nor did the fact 
that they had to fight harder than 
most to even get the chance to 
wrestle in a match or 
tournament. 
That has been the plight of 
seniors Paul Schumann. Chris 
LoPresto and Chris Ledyard, as 
well as junior Rich Biggers, for 
the past several years. All have 
been victims of Ithaca's 
tremendous depth at the lower 
weight classes for most of their 
careers. 
In Schumann. LoPresto and 
Biggers' case. the problem. kind 
of, was Bob Panariello, Glenn 
Cogswell and Bart Morrow. All 
three were highly-touted All· 
Americans considered to be in 
the top five in the country at their 
weight class. Even if you're 
good, as Schumann. LOPresto 
and Biggers obViously were. 
how do you top that? 
They could've transferred. but 
for whatever reason, decided to 
stick it out here. 
Their patience is finally 
beginning to pay dividends. In 
the case of SChumann and 
LoPresto, openings at the ll8 and 
134 pound weight classes have 
spelled 0-P-P-0-R-T-U-N+T-Y. 
They both jumped on it and are 
now heading to the NCAA 
Division Ill Cjhampiormi~. And 
so is Ledyard, who for some 
time has had to contend with 
teanunate/rival Paul Mankowich 
at ISO lbs. until Mankowich got 
injured. 
"Not having to face Paul in 
wrestle-offs has really helped 
me this year," says Ledyard. 
"I'm able to concentrate solely 
on matches and tournaments 
and It has really given my 
wrestling a boost." It obViously 
has. Ledyard has been a terror 
this year, nailing down a couple 
of big townament wins as well 
as being a likely candidate for 
All-American honors. 
But the surprising part about all 
of this is that although these 
guys have been in the shadows 
of others for years. there is no 
apparent bitterness. no 
resentment. 
"I think it's mainly just 
respect," says 134 pounder 
LoPresto. "Each day at practice 
is like having some of . your 
toughest matches." Adds 
Schumann, "If we took it outside 
the (wrestling) room. we'd 
always be miserable. But we 
don't. And I think the closeness 
that this team has had over the 
years IS one of the reasons we 
have been as succes.sful as 
we've been." 
Grappler Notes: 
--You can expect several past. 
present and future l.C. mat stars 
to be heading to Trenton. New 
Jersey this weekend for the 
NCAA . Championships. The 
seven I.C. participants left Ithaca 
yesterday. will weigh in at 
Trenton St. today and wrestle 
tomorrow beginning at 11:ooarn. 
The tournament will continue 
through Saturday for each of the 
Bombers so long as I) they don't 
lose in the first round and 2) do 
not accumulate two losses. 
They'll also have to make 
weight on both Thursday and 
Friday evenings, which in itself 
will be a Herculean task for 
some. Those who place in the 
top eight at each weight are 
dubbed "All-American". 
Representing l.C. in Trenton 
us Paul SChumann 
126 Glenn Cog.swell 
134 Ouis LoPresto 
142 Pete MankoWich 
150 Chris Ledyard 
167 Steve Hile 
HWT Rich Kane 
Bombers win second 
straight invitational 
By Mike Murphy 
Indoor Track 
The Ithaca COiiege men's track 
team dominated the McDonagh 
Invitational last saturday as the 
Bombers took a first-place finish 
with 152 total points. Cortland 
State finished second with 113 
points and Albany took third 
place with 73 points. 
Longjumper Mike Johnson 
captured first place in the event 
with a jump of 22'44.25". 
:'r1ul Henw,er finished first for 
1.c. in the triple jump With a leap 
of 43'.9.75". Johnson finished 
right behind with a Jump of 
42'9.25". 
Tom Lottennoser pole vaulted 
an even 14 feet to take the top 
spot for this event. 
Kevin Hagy shotputted 
42'8.25" to capture the top spot 
and also finished third In the 
35-pound weight throw with a 
toss of 43'7'. 
Jerry Goodenough ran a solid 
30oo-meter race while breaking 
the tape with a time of 9:04.9. 
Jim Quinn joined C.oo<lP-noug!1 in 
the winner's C'irdf' with a 
1000-meter victory and a time of 
2:36.1. 
The team also fared well in the 
relay races, winning both the 
distance medley relay and the 
3200 medley relay. 
The women runners also ac-
complished impressive in-
dividual ·feats in the New York 
State Championships at 
Fredonia State college last 
saturday. 
Michelle Lewis qualified for 
the NCAA Division Ill National 
Championships with a 55-meter 
lime of 7.31 seconds. April Smith 
garnered a fourth-place finish In 
the 55-meters to qualify for the 
~lndoor/JllleU 
t. 
